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Editorial:: The new ITETv/ MOVIES

.This month, as it must to. all men, inflation has come to NEW"

MOVIES. - inflation leading to deflation. Oar printing, paper, and

mailing costs have risen so high that we were faced with the choice

of printing a very much smaller magazine, or raising our price, or

of publishing -our usual complement of material in a less expensive

form. We have chosen the last, believing that the information service

we offer is more important to you than the 'shininess of our pages. In

its new format, NEW MOVIES will actually be able to afford more space

to movie news, comment and criticism than in these last constricting

months. "We hope, with financial worries off our minds to make it a

more stimulating magazine than ever before, and one worthy of the in-

terest, support and loyalty our friends have always shown for.it.

- - - - IN MEMORI/1M5 D.W. GRIFFITH
1876 - 1948

An Address delivered at the funeral of Mr. Griffith
in Hollywood, July 29, 1948

CHARLES BRACKBTT

author of /the. screen plays nA Foreign Affair"
"The Lost Weekend" and many Others.

As Acting President, of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences, it is my honor, this afternoon to pay tribute to a very im-
portant man. I am afraid that many of us who didn't know David Yfark

Griffith personally have in the last years lost an awareness of what
he meant in our industry. Perhaps it would be more accurate to say
that our view of him has been, obscured by a* disturbing shadow, the
shadow of an elderly man living In our midst, but outside the Industry
That man died last Friday morning, and suddenly David Wark Griffith,
pioneer and prince of directors, stood forth clearly. from the record.
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*&.s I-ve said, I did.n f t know lv£r • Griffith personally, but I knew

moving pictures before moving picture:; had the benefit of his talents.
I can't understand how we endured them, these- shabby, characterless
two- and three-reelers, assembled apparently ad lib and exhibited in '

converted grocery stores which were suddenly called The Palace Theatre
and "The Bijou Dream.

All at once, for those of us who did take an almost furtive in-
terest in those ceiluioid monstrosities, there became manifest a change
in them. They took on form. They tola stories. They presented per-
sonalities • The great public didn't connect that change with any par-

ticular man until TKU BIRTH OF A NATION came along and we knQv\- that
we had seen • the - Birth of an Industry it was because of the obstetric
gift of a certain D.Yf. Griffith.

lie has been credited categorically v/ith such things es the inven-
tion or the closeue. I myself don't think the closeup was- invented.

It was an inevitable step for a man who insisted on wresting personal
stories from the medium that had been satisfied with the jumping dots'

which populated the early flickers. Certainly it was through Griffithfe

pictures that millions of us first saw the closoup.

To accomplish what ho did in twisting together the threads which
ma ke up a gr ea t ma s s med ium , i t wa s- most necessary tha t he be a show-

man, that he be attuned to the taste of the American public at that

time. Griffith was. It wasn't the taste of today. • It was unashamedly
sentimental. Its values were black and v/hite, the motivations it

recognized were perhaps primitive, the characters it loved were simplex

in the extreme. And Griffith gave the public what it wanted. He -

painted big canvases with great, vigorous strokes, he. scored smash hi t

after smash hit; TEE BIRTH OF A ih.TIOh, IHTQLSiiAIICS* ifl.RTS OF TEH

WORLD, 3R0X3H BLOSSOMS, ORPHAN OF THj) STORM, VJiY DOY/U SASJ.

Every picture made strides forwards in photography, set con-

struction, lighting, the mechanics of camera movement* Through the

accomplishment of this man they all forged ahead.' I think I can say

no single other director ever brought forth such a list of top-notch

stars.

To strike the public taste of a certain moment with absolute

precision has its penalties, however. That taste changes. The man

who knew it best, who perhaps formed it, finds himself suddenly out of

touch, incredulously deserted. It was the fate of David Wark Griffith
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lie have a success unknown in the entertainment world until his day, and to

mffer the agonies which only a success of that magnitude can engender

ihen it is past,

I am proud to say that in I95%

6, when days were dark Tor him, -

motion picture industry, through the ivcadqray, presented Mr. Griffith

kith -its "highest honor, an Academy Oscar for his outstanding contribution

fco the art of the motion picture.. '•

[-

\\
' l»m afraid it didn't ease his heartache very much . ffien you've had

what he'd Had, what you want is the- chance to- make more pictures, unlimited

budgets to play -with,, complete confidence behind you. Ydaa-t does a man full

of vitality ca'-re for the honors of the past? It' s the present -he wants, '

a nd the
- Mature.

1

' ' There .was no solution fori Griffith but a hind of frenzied- beating on

the barred dolors of one day after another . Fortunately, such miseries do

not endure" indefinitely. More fortune- toly still, when he is dead a man's

(career has but one tense. Yihen -11 the honors a man can have are past

honors, past honors take on their just proportion. The laurels are fresh

on the
;-triumphant brow. He lias/ here, the embittered years forgotten,

David :mrk ; Griffith, the Grdat.

T H 3 H 3 Vi M V I S 3 Selected by the Committee on
-

• Sxc^ptionai Motion Pictures

The Committee on 3xcoptional Motion Pictures 'reviews film -of unusual
inter as t- in - the development of the screen. The opinions of the Committee

i are -combined in impartial reviews. Kach review is written by a member
wHcTse '-estimate coincides with the majority vote. Committees Henry Bart,
chairman; James iigee, Iris Barry, aanuy Pnrbor, Rntn A. r'riodlich," Robert
Giroux, Richard Griffith, Philip T.. Hartang, Hattie 3* Heymann, Horraine E.
Isaacs, Arthur Knight, Louis* Kroneubcrgor , Morbert Lusk, J£ry B. Miller,
Frances Taylor '"Patterson, John B. Turner, Sda- Lou Viaiton, Prank Via rd,
Leane Sugsmith. -

:'

; . - ii.HhsT

From the play by William Shakespeare edited by Allan Pent and Laurence
Olivier; photographed by uosmond Dickenson; musical score by "^HiamV^ltoru
directed by Laurence Olivier. A Two Cities Production releas ed l^r Universal-

International. Running time 153 minutes . Casts Hamlet, Laurence Olivier;
Gertrude , Eileen Her lie;

-

Cla udius , Basil Sydney; Ophelia, Jean Simmons;
Polonius , Felix AyJLmer; Horatio , Norman Wooland; Laertes, Terence Morgan;
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Osric , Peter Cashing; Gnvo^rcr, St **nley Holloway,

When Laurence 01ivier f s Henry Y reached the screen it seemoa that
no theatre .-vino 8 Shake spear 8rs own had hcus sd the work of the Bard with
such plasticity, such aptitude and grace. Nov/ his Hamlet has appeared,
alive with evidences of this affinity of film for Shakespearean. presen-
tation, -^nd yet if the latter picture falls short of its hopes, the fauifc

must he laid at least in part to the medium itself. Hamlet,' in contrast
to Plenry V, is an inward drama; its movement, such as it is, lies more in

the changing shadow of a mood, in the rise and fall of a passion* in the
sweep of a poet's insight and diction, than in the panoply and display df

outward actions. Yet thanks to the camera *s restless hunger for movement
and change, this Hamlet is as urgently compelled to action as the young
Prince himself inhibited from action by the defects of his own nature*

Event's which were merely reported in the play, must new be acted
out on the screen. While the text describes the murder of Hamlet's
father, or Ophelia f s watery death* or that curious episode earlier in
the play vrhen Hamlet corals to Ophelia's chamber with his piteous looks
and sighs and his clothing in disarray* the film uuas visual images to

Shakespeare 1 j word images. The mixture is too rich; aesthetic indiges-
tion sots in. Still, the camera must he fed. Sometimes that instrument
takes off on its own, leaping up stairs to battlements overlooking the
sea, or sweeping along through the enaless urcuus that vault this cinema

palace at Blsinore. As Mr. Olivier uses it, this is a camera shrewdly in-

formed, Sensitive to dramatic nuances and the shadowy beauty of the seene.

But it is an imperious instrument and restive.

Hven Mr, Olivier 's concept of the leading role is a little more
than film ana less than Shakespeare. His Hamlet is a charming prince of

palpable energy ensnared in the toils of a murder mystery; Did Claudius
kill 'his father as the ghost on the battlements claimed? Vengeance waits

only on confirmation and then on the propitious moment. Thus his tragudy

is that of a youth nought up in events beyond his control, instead of tho

deeper and more absorbing tragedy .that Shakespeare saw in a young man
whoso inability- to act was lodged within himself. *0h, what a rogue and
peasant slave am I J

1 Hamlet. cries out, in one of the soli 1 oquies-'hich are

significantly absent from the film. The Fortinbras speech, which echoes
these thoughts is also notable by its absence.

Hot all of the alterations that Mr. Olivier and his editor, Alan
Dent, have worked on the original are as lacking in felicity as these.

With a blend of their respective skills, they give a polished flow to
the drama's freoj.vant changes of sce.no. For the multiple playing areas of



Shakespeare *s stage, road the cuts and camera shifts of the motion picture*

With the camera on roller skates, the onerous and time-consuming scenery
shifts of*the so-called modern stage are a thing of the past, and the star per-

former is ho longer tempted to pose*in fableaus before each curtain. This

is one of the ways inwhich the- shape offilm fills out the profile of Shakespe-

rean production.

There are others* The soliloquies in Hamlet are delivered in the

manner first suggested by Olivier in Henry V. At times -the actor ! s image
appears t© speak, at times it is silent while the voice continues on the

soundtrack, Yifith this mechanical device ("whose mechanism, like most, is

only noticeable when it falters) the film achieves that blend of uttered
a'nd u nattered thought which is the dramatic intention of the soliloquy. In

fact, -in the auditory closeup of the screen all of Shakespeare r& words find
a new sort of potency, especially whqn they are spoken by Mr. Olivier anda
distinguished &ast. Basil Sydney, himself a graduate Hamlet, makes an unc-

tious Claudius, with Eileen Her lie a youthful and seductive Queen. Norman
Yfooland is the Horatio and Felix Aylmer « the bumbling wi soman Polonius.
With the si ng le exception of Jean S immo ns wh o p la y s Ophelia, the s e are all
actors trained in Shakespearean diction. They speak their speeches trip-
pingly on the tongue (which is more than the Player King and Queen can do,
who are condemned to a dumb show -after ail of Kamiet*s exhortations!) Yton
eatery word is captured and forwarded by the microphone,, the listener in the

farthest reaches of the 'bo loony is no moru remote from the poet's phrases
tna-n those more fortunate souls in the third row orchestra. O^ee more the
people are in possession of the playwright.

In one way, the history of Hamlet can be told in terms of its star
interpreters ana the characteristic bits of business with which each has
left his own nark upon the tradition. It is remembered that Sean kissed
Ophelia * s via ir at the end of the* nunnery scene j both Sarah Bernhardt and
Moissi brandished a flaming torch at the King when that dignitary cried
out for lights at the end of the play within a play; Tree wore a blond wig
(and a beard to bootj and Gielgud gave motivation to the nunnery scene by
having Hamlet overhear Polonius, 1 plot to test him by Ophelia. Olivier has
siezed upon all of these traditions and added some of his own • Certain inven-
tions, such as the doctoring up of the *Io' be-or not to b e 1 soliloquy with fal-
ling daggers and crashing seas and musical interruptions, are none too hapr*jr.

Others add tone and specific film insight to their scenes* Such is the moment
when Bamiet fife the blonde wig on the Player Queen and discci^rs that he has
nade an ungainly image of the r enounced Ophelia. Such is the suggestion
near the end, in a look an da turn of the camera, that th£> Que>en di-inks from



theg poisoned chalice knowingly* Such, in fact is trie entir^ duel scene,

with its thrust ana counterthurst of foils heightened by the thrust and
counterthruat ol shots on film. Here',, with the final leap frora the til-
cony, this Action 1 film comes into its own. Here* in its climax, it
offals- its Justification to the popular audience.

For this is preeminently a democratic Hamlet , which may be as it
should be„ Shakesneare wrote for the neople, and the people understood

» ,

— • *• * * *

him, and it was only fr"ion time and distance began to work their change
on words and customs that the cognoscenti took over with their superior
knowledge of the past. Mow Olivier has rededieated Tanlet -to the peo-
ple. He has committed it to this most democratic pf arts, and cut Its

meaning down, to suit an audience that nu 'hers in the millions. Es has
filled his opulent scene with Universal Ghosts, MGM seas, and Fairbanks
feats of derrihg-do. In short he has brought his Hamlet; to the kind of

life that movie-goers - and perhaps S ir It nr..-nee too - are best equipped

to comprehend* Ecrmine Rich Isaacs *

A FORKCT ilM
Story by Charles Brackett, tfiljiam "Tilder, Richard L# Breon; pro-

duced by Charles Bra ekett; directed by Y/illiaia Wilder. Paramount.
Running, tjme 116 min. Castt ?bo ;b e Frost , Jea n Arthur-; 'Jrika Von 3oh-

jjLuetow r lone Dietrich; Captain John Frantic, John Luna.
For such a diaphanous rag, well-proportioned bone and luminous

hank of hair as Marlone Dietrich, alinost^any script is an adequate ve-

hicle. One-hoss , shays have been hastily baled together- for her in

Hollywood for fifteen years ,. yet the euston has not staled her infinite-
witchery. She remains our day's most convincing portrayer of the fly-
catching flower that blooms in the night*

A Foreign Affa ir is superior to the one-hoss shays usually provides

for Hiss Dietrich. It creaks with banality and its comedy relief is

hoary, but it uoes not fail apart. This is one 'not only to ICar iene, but

to the surprising fact that

'

A Foreign Affair contains a few ideas .

The story is a regurgitated piece of Hollywood and Vine pastrami,
but it advances an 3dea of some drama, tic interests Marlene Dietrich in a

nightclub in the r ui ns of ? er li n» Merely to speculate upon her personal erne*

otions In atfsopting and playing such a role is to ua cover some of the invo-

lutions ana expediencies of "the contemporary psyche. But such subjects
are only implicitly the ma tter of this film. One of the two excellent songs
provided for Miss Dietrich Reiterates the phrase w in the ruins of Ber-
lin," and there is a tone in her voice each time she sings the line
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that isn^t jubilant, defiant, accepting nor bitter, but a simultaneity

of them all. It is a new sound on this earth and disturbing to hear.

But except for this one^ persona 3^sm, Miss Dietrich devotes herself to

the eternal theme 6f Delilah and sidles seductively among the nightclub

tables: "singing of "illusions, not new, and slightly second hand." These

are the kind she knows best how to incite/' for she is the enchantress

of the disillusioned rather then of the innocent. One novelty has* been
added to her ordinary necromancies* Her dress in the night club scenes

is mor:e transparent in the rear than in the front. The effect is a se-

duction new to £he screen*

The producers, Billy wilder and Charles Bra ekett, are more at

home with' Marie he in. the ruins of Berlin,- than orith the other ideas

used to pepper and salt A Foreir n^ Affair » " Among these are the specious

explanation that moral laxity in occupation troops cfer ives from the

amorality of combat, and the equally specious explanation that Marlene
is,, predacious in* the ruins of Benin because world politics have trans-
formed us into animals. Furthermore, Brackett and* ullder 's political
satire is of the 11; ck truck schools their Congressional Committee is

composed of boobs, knaves and hypochondriacs; their ,-merican soldiers
are pre-teeners who sing "Deep , in the Heart of Texas" off-key; and
their Russian s-oldiers are bears that walk like tots who sing "Meadow-
la nd" on key. Vfhenever the picture . tends towrd signi ficance, Wilder
ana Brackett spring box office gags upon the audience with the spon-
taneity Of tired turtles.. Finally- their nihilism is so complete they
are baffled -by goodness, and have perhaps irreparably damaged Jean
Arthur. Hiss Arthur's face, voice and manner enable her to play one
role automat ica lly* the good but unawakened woman who awakes.. Miss
Arthur doesn't have to act nor the director direct. ISob ody has to do
anything but let her a lon^ • Messrs. Brackett and Wilder have piled her
hair- in a, topknot, bespectacled her face, and given her lines she should
have refused to read*

One final word about. Miss Dietrich's art in A* Foreign affair.
It is for women as well as men - and not only emotionally, uomen can
eajoy the techniques of the age-old • spell Miss Dietrich reveals and
her grace in 'orchestrating them. Men, of course, will be grateful
for such miracles *a nd succumb to t*he* spell itself

.

Eenry Bart



DAY OF WRATH

Screen play byMogens Skot-ha nsen, Poul Kundsen, Carl ureyer "from

the novel "Anne Federsdotter" by Wi&t s • Jenssens . Directed and produced

by Carl Dreyer. Music by P6ul* Schierbeck. Running time: 99 minutes

.

A great film has come to America. Just what America will make of

it is open to question. For its outlook on life includes a view of

death, and death is d fact we do not like to contemplate in these United

•States* We acknowledge its existence, yes, t»ut 30 far as our rational

e'thos is concerned, death is the skeleton in the closet.

Day of Yirath takes the skeleton out . of the closet and dandles it

in front of our eyes. It hales us back to a, time whan duath was an in-

timate reality to everyone, "closer to us th^n breathing, nearer then
hands and feetn » In 17th century Denmark, death was the door to heaven
dr hell, and life a brief probation, per ioa besot with temptations. Of
these, the most terrible was the temptation to practice witchcraft.
A& the £i lm opens, we see the pursuit a tie. o^pture of a hag named Her-
iof ! s Mirths ,, who is to be burned as a witch. She has practiced
witchcraft all her life,, and .is unrepentant even when put to the ques-
tion. She cares nothing for huaven or hell - cto&th is the only thing
she .fears, ana she> wall do anything to prolong her life a few more
dwindling years. CoTught in the toils/ she has one card left to play. •

Years before another woman had become known to the village ^stor as
a witch, but because he desired her 'daughter for his irife, he failed to

denounce her. Now Herlof's ifcrtho will expose his dereliction unless
he permits her to us cape. He refuses, but she hopes against hope un-
til the moment at thtj stake when she realizes h& do nothing to
save her. Before she can make her denunciation she is hurled into thq,>

pyre. And now the burden of anguished guilt settles upon the. pastor.
Every death ted ho visits, however transfigured by* piety reminds him
of' wha t is in s tor e

.

His own*death is closer than ho knows* His young wife is con-
•bs^ed with him until his grown son returns. The inevitable happens,
and wTftw* the girl learns her mother was a witch there corned to her an
irresistible temptations perhaps she has inherited the power to re-
move the obstacle to her hapoiness. Yihen her husband falls dead at
her feet* her mother-in-law accuses her of witchcraft.^ The young man is

constrained to believe that she had cast a spell over him. ^nd the girl
herself, springing up from the pastor l

s bier cries "Yes I I willed his
d^atni I am a witch." What moved these people, what compelled them to
feel and act in obedience to imaginary laws which to us seem childish?



The answer ia felt throughout this film. Thoy lived at a time when
ail men's deeds and thoughts were focus sed on the undiscovered country
from whose bourne no traveller returns. Their days were filled with the
horror of death, and out of that horror sprang all their beliefs. Is it,
then, only a slice of history that is shown us here? No. Witchcraft may
be safely behind us, its course remains, "All life is a descent toward
deathM , said Freud. And so says any doctor.

Is it perhaps thought morbid to dwell so unremittingly upon the
death of the body? If so, Carl-Theodore Dreyer is the cinema's specialist
in merbidity. His unique masterpiece, The Passion of Joan of Arc » pro-
duced in France in 192$, dealt also wit ft witcncrart and the stake, and
over it hung an air of mortality rendered the more intense by the intimacy
with whieh its amoxa dwelt on living things. Meantime, Dreyer has made no
pictures, living quietly in Denmark as a journalist until he was asked to
film Day of Wrath . And once again death and eruelty are his themes and an
intensive camera his method. In sharp, indelible linages he gives us the
pastor at the bedside, trembling with terror as life ebbs out of his
friend; the country church with the stake beside it, and over the awful
scene the murmur of the onlookers, engaged in casual chit-chat as though
they had fore-gathered for a church supper on Sunday evening. An£ gorlof »s

Jfcirthe . In her Dreyer has created one of the memorable figures of the
screen. And through her he answers and refutes the charge of morbidity.
The pastor, his wife, his sou, are obsessed with those feelings of guilt
and remorse which for centuries have knotted up the human heart into a
disfigured thing. Narthe is on the side of life - she cares only for
living and moaks a-j? those shifting illusions ytq from time to time call
righteousness apd atonement. Her old bones quiver with repulsion at going
down into the dust. In this pathetic and degraded figure Dreyer, with
supreme and mature irony, gives us the Hoy to his attitude w The passion
of eternity is the pasaion for life. To feel the passion, face death.

He makes us face it. His is a theme of high art, and for that rea-
son his style is magisterial. The picture moves inexorably from point to
point, letting us off nothing. Almost unbearable is the tension it builds
up before it finally releases us to take what comfort we *&n in our ewn
reflections. They had better be good, those reflections. For Death may
be as near to us today as he was to Herlof f s Narthe when#she #ome fate to -

face with the \la zing pyre*

• Richard Griffith 4

4



12 ANOTHER PART OF THE FOREST

Screen play by Vladimir Posner; based upon the play by Lillian

Hellman. Photographed by Hal Mohr; produced by Jerry Feslor. Directed
by Michael Gordon." Music by Danielo Amfithea trof 107 minutes.

Cast* Marcus Huhbaftd , Frederic March; Oscar Hubbard , Dan Duryca; Ben
Hubbard , Sdmond G'Brienj Regina Hubbard , Ann Blyth; Lavinia Hubbard ,

Florence Eldridge; John Bagtry , John Da 11; Laurette Sincee , Dina Drake;
Birdie Bagtry , Betsy'BIa'ir ; Col. Is ham , Fritz Laibor^

Lillian Hellman's Another Part of tho Forest has been brought to
the screen with little distortion of her original work. For a long time*

we have considered this as remarkable virtue on the part of Hollywood*
The recent tendency lias been to produce painstaking replicas of stage
plays with movie-makers accepting the many Imitations 1 of the theatre and
taking too little advantage of the flexibility of film techniques,

"While tho action, on stage, took place in the home of the rapaeious
Hubbards, the screen might well 'document the deterioration of Bagloy plan-

tation life. Hunger is more poignant when served up, not in dialogue, bui

on Jhe family silver platter. The camera brings uu a variety of back-
grounds and there is no stinting in tho production cf the picture - but
thoV seldom serve to build up an understanding of the influences bearing
on these people. Kft(i Miss Hellman herself adapted Another Part of the
Forest, she might have clarified her theme by stronger visual material.

In hor capable hands, the .people of The Little Foxes emerged, on screen,
as potent if melodramatic figures. The current film presents these same
characters, years earlier, and in considerable fuzzier focus.

Laid in the Alabama of the Eighties, fifteen yoars after thu Union
victory, the story deals with John and Birdie Bagtry, plantaticn-aay
gentle-folk, as they are forced by necessity to bow to the greed and un-
scrupulousness cf the Hubbard family. This is moving and significant
only if wc feel strongth on both sides* we must believe that the forces
of honor and tradition may bo oqual, somehow, tc the inevitable conflict.
Another Part of the Forest fails to establish its protagonists with
enough definition and motivations in this, the film shares the weakness
of the play. In The .Little Foxes find that not only the plantation
but Eirdie Bag.try herself has fallen into the hands of the enemy. There
is nothing in Another Part of the Forest to help us understand hew she
slips from social, as well as economic grace.*

Fredric March gives a distinguished performance of the detestable
Marcus Hubbard and Florence Eldridge plays his pitiful wife with real
sensitivity. Their two sons and willful daughter Regina - the Tallulah
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nkhoad and Betty Davis of Little Foxes - aro vivid parts that tend

!
encourage overacting. It is not the fault of either direction or

;rfcrmanco that the viciousness of the Hubbards mounts, cumulatively,

;

almost ludicrous heights. It is that the Bagtry aristocrats aro

btels by comparison. Even the one faithful family servant in the film
i a victim - not of quality folks 1 misfortune - but of Marcus Hubbard's
il temper.

The current film, while competently made, fails in its essential

rposo. Together, the two plays - and pictures - represent the full

velopment of Miss Hellman's theme. Hers is a forceful dramatization
essential conflicts between the old and new South that, starting after

io Civil Yfar, continue with no little bitterness and significance, into

ftp own time. Ruth K. Friedlich

THE N E V/ MOVIES Selected by the
ji Review Committee

The Review Committee of approximately 300 trained volunteers represents

I

impartial public response to films. Members preview films and select

ose which have good entertainment value. The reviews reflect their

inions as expressed on ballot and in discussion.

Pictures are recommended to specific age groups * "mature11 - adults

ove 13; "family11 - general audiences from the age of 12; "juvenile" -

ildren under 12* An asterisk (*) designates the films especially recom-
nded. The Schools Motion Picture Committee (SMPC) , composed of those
mbers with school-age children, recommends films with special interest
value to ago groups 8-14 and 12-14 #

*AN ACT OF MURDER Frederic torch, Florence Eldridge, Geraldine Brooks,
mond O'Brien. Screen play by Michael Blankfort and Robert Thoeren; based
on the novel "The Mills of God" by Ernst Lothar. Directed by Michael
rdon. Universal- International. Is a marcy killing ever justified?
s the judge right to hasten the end of his, beloved wife to save her from
rther pain? This notable film ponders the question and reaches a logical
nolusion, though with plotted forethought, that finds the judge both
nocent and guilty at the same time. Extraordinarily well written and
ted by a cast so perfect that even the players of bits seen actually the

jople they are impersonating. The judge and his wife portray a relation-
al ip as true as it is rare *on- the screen. Rarely, too, has courtroom pro-
cure been so reel. Mature



APARTMENT FOR PEGGY Jeanne C rain, William Holden, Ekiraund Qwena.
Screen play by George Seaton from, a story "by Faith Baldwin, Lircc-cea by
George Seaton. Twentieth Century-Fox. Professor Barnes, retired,
seemingly has everything to live for. Yet he calmly says he intends to
^commit suicide, A student ex-G.I. and his wife force their way into his
attic to live. What they do to the cluttered room to make it 'habitable,
and what they do to, the professor to provide a new outlook is the bare
story of the film. Involved in the fortunes of fchese. three are other
people, issues and inoidents which give the. work the scope and substance

* of a novel that is both compassionate and timely. Family: S1SPC 12-14

THE' BABE RUTH STORY , William Bendiz, Claire Trevor # ,
- Scruen play by.;

Bob Considine and George Calahan, from the story by Bob Considine. Dir-
ected by Roy Del Ruth. Monogram. # This romanticised biography pre- J

sents a picture of a national hero and indicates the plac~ of baseball ir

American life. The highlights of Ruth's careor with the great ball teams!

shares space with the story of his courtship and marriage and instances c|

his popularity and ^warmhoar todnuss • Eondix makes a generous, good-nature
Babe, with a weakness for clowning and no use for discipline. Family

CODE OF SCOTLAND YARD -Oscar Eomolka, Derek Farr. Original screen-

play by Katharine Strueby. Directed by George King. Republic.
Oscar Homolka gives a fine portrayal, made up of a multitude of details,
of a guilty man, an old dealer in antiques, anil a"fenco" a»s well, who is

blackmailed by his shop assistant when the letter discovers a dark
chapter in his past. This British-made fills Is leisurely and most care-

fully contrived yet it arrests and holds attention because of its literal

writing and adroit acting. Mature

CORRIDOR OF MIRRORS Eric Portman, Edana Ronney. From the .novel

by Chris Massey. Screenplay by Rudolph Cartier and Edana Romnoy. Music
by Georges Auric. Directed by Terence Young. Universal- International.

*A wealthy painter
"

out- of-tune with present day life in London es-

capes it by surrounding himself with beautiful treasures of Renassianco
Italy. - When he sees a girl who fits in form and face the magnificent
feminine clothes, he sets out on a campaign of charm to make her think
and act as he does." From there on suspense dominates the theme. The pic

is somewhat confused and artificial, but there is a eertain unusual
quality of atmosphere &nd acting7 in this, mystery with a. decided Suropoarl ,

flavor that counterbalances. 'Mature

CRY OF THE CITY Victor Mature, Richard Conte. Screen play by
Robert Murphy from a novel by Richard Edward Helseth. Directed by Robert

Siodmak. Twentieth Century-Fox. On the surface this exciting



{gangster melodrama is just that; the escape of a criminal from a prison
(hospital, his pursuit and eventual death at the hands of police. It is

! more than that, though. The picture combats juvenile delinquency strongly,

lucidly, without compromise or equivocation, yet in no sense is a preach-

ment. Aside from this decided merit, the picture has many striking
:

scenes, is exceedingly well acted and holds attention even without marked
' suspense. It is clear from the start that the criminal will be caught

up with, that every cat-and-mouse game has but one end. Mature

DAREDEVILS OF THE CLOUDS Robert Livingston, Mae Clark. Screen
play by Norman S. Hall. Original story by Ronald Davidson. Directed by

' George Blair. Republic. Establishing and operating an airline across
• the lonely stretches of Cana<ia is a hazardous job in many ways, as its

'

fawner, an ex-Air Force officer, discovers. The little picture is fast and

smooth, telling its story in uncluttered# workmanlike fashion. There is a

well established feeling of locale and situation, supported by a competent
Mcast, into which the filia*s melodrama fits naturally. Family; SMPC 12-14
o

EMBRACEABLE YOU Dana Clark, Geraldine Brooks. Screen play by Edna
Anna It from a story by Dietrich V. Hannekin and Aleck Block. Music by
William Lava. Directed by Felix Ja coves. Warner Bros. Considerable
suspense marks a sentimental, story-book romance of a young small-time
crook and a girl injured by his getaway car, set off in a tough underworld
milieu* Family

FOR THE LOVE OF MARY Deanna DUrbin, Edmond O'Brien. Original screen
play by Oscar Brodney. Music by Frank Skinner. Directed by Frederic De

1 Cordova. Universal- International. This picture of official Washington
differs somewhat from the popular Conception of what goes on in the Capitol.
Here the President's staff and the Supreme Court Justices concentrate on
which is the right man for White House switchboard operator, Deanna Durbin.
She breaks up this romantic foolery with a succession of songs - crowned by
an amusing feminine version of "Largo Al Factotum" • This is the best
vehicle the star has had in some time, fresh, lively, taking itself lightly,
as the audience is intended to do. Family z SMPC 12-14

THE GENTLEMAN FROM NOWHERE Warner Baxter. Original screen play by

nV
Edward Anhalt. Directed by William Castle. Columbia, When one man
impersonates another and takes his place in society and the home, it is

j

pretty certain that he will fall in love with the wife of the man who has
disappeared. Here is a new turn to the familiar plot with an extremely

1 complicated web of intrigue. If the final unraveling is rather a letdown,
U it is out of the ordinary and surprising. Family



16 HILLS QF HO^tE Edmund Gwenn, "Lassie". Original screen play by
Yfilliam Ludwig suggested by the 3a n L'laclaren sketches "Doctor of the Old
School." Directed by Fred M. Wilcox. Me tr o-Goldwyn-Mayer . An
affectionate story of plain people of sound moral and uncomplicated think-

ing and of a farmer's son who is educated to be a doctor against his fa-

ther's wishes by the old physician wh or. he succeeds. Especially beaytifult
are natural backgrounds through all the seasons of the year, homely, cozy I

the interiors * understandable all the characters. Technicolor. Family

JULIA. I.IIS3EEAVES Greer Gar son, Waiter Pidgeon, Peter Lawford,
Elizabeth Taylor* Screen play by William Ludwig, Harry Ruskin, Arthur
Wimperis; adaptation by Gina Kaus and Monokton Hoffe; based upon the novel
"The Nutmeg Tree" by Margery Sharp. Directed by Jack Conway. Metro*
Goldwyn-Mayer . A comedy so light that it is frothy as a souffle. I'iss

Garaon artfully performs the role of a mother, long divorced,' who turns
up for the wedding of her daughter and upsets the aristocratic household
by her unconventional behavior, in the course of which she teams up with
a family of acrobats*, wear-s :-.tights , ^sevn&s^ew music -ha 11 song and sinks
knee-deep into a mud puddle. Family

KEY L-'^RGO Humphrey Eogart, Edward G. Robinson, Screen play by
Richard Brooks and John Huston based on the play by Maxwell Anderson*
Directed by John Huston* Warner Bros. An exiled gangster chief
takes over a hotel at the end of the Florida Keys to' "transact an under-
world deal. The place is deserted except for its owners - a girl and a

crippled old man - and their guest, a disillusioned veteran, whose first
reaction of non-interference with forces sa evil and strong burns away
under the. mobsters' terrorizing tactics. Unable to compromise with his
innate decency, ho fights the criminal dictatorship, as ho fought other
dictatorships during the war . The play's deeper moral issues 'Become

clouded in the violence of the tough tense melodrama. It is played
with an emphasis on characterization that lifts it above the level of
its class. Mature

KIDiflAPFED Roddy McDowa 11, Sue England. Screenplay by W. Scott
Darling, from the novel by Robert Louis Stevenson. Musical director,
Edward J. Kay. Directed by William Beaudlno. Monogram Though not
quite according to Stevenson, this nevertheless catches the spirit of
his tale of 18th Century Scotland and may encourage young audiences to
road it. "When young David Balfour goes to Edinburgh to claim his estate,

j

his wicked uncle has him kidnapped by an equally wicked sea captain so
that he may be sold in the colonies. The telling is often naive, but
juvenile excitement will mount as Davy and gallant Alan Breck overcome
crowds of villains cans u.; - ; .o~ time 5 Roddy McDovtfxll is good as the Scotch
lad, giving a sober cignitry- r>z the production. Family: SMPC 8-14



LARCENY John Payne, Joan Caulfield, Dan Duryea. Screen play by
erbert F. Margolis, Louis Morheim & William Bowers from the novel "The

elvet Fleece" by. Lois Eby and John Fleming. Directed by George Sherman,

•usic by Leith Stevens. Universal- International. Honor among thieves

s nonexistent among Dan Duryea 1 s smooth well-dressed and glibly versatile

oterie. But not until they focus their attention upon a young war widow,

dealistic and very wealthy, who would build a memorial to her husband, do

faings reach a climax. A girl less idealistic upsets everyone T s calcula-

ions in this grimly fascinating glimpse of the technique of cheating

heaters. Mature

LOUISIANA STORY Joseph Boudreaux. Written by Robert and Frances
laherty. Produced by Mr, Flaherty. Photographed by Richard Leacock.

dited by Helen Van Dongen. Music by Virgil Thompson, played by Eugene
rmandy and the Philadelphia Orchestra. Directed by Robert Flaherty. I.E.

opert. Through Robert Flaherty's camera the motion picture audience is

ntroducod to the bayous of Louisiana in all thoir pristine beauty and
^jesty. There live the Cajuns, following the round of tho seasons as

aeir ancestors have for two hundred years. And .in particular one 12-year-

ld Cajun hoy, whose days we follow as he plays,' hunts, and fishes in the

-vamplands - and as he fights a giant alligator. Into the watery scene

ides a beneficent monster, a giant oil-derrick bent on finding petroleum
^neath the bayou. There follows the drama of locating oil, compacted

dually of the dangers involved and of the skill, nerve and instinct of

le amazing fellows who face them. All this is seen through the eyes of
le lad whom we have come to know. Because we know him so well, we share
is understanding, and his sense of wonder in .this new experience. There
i the magic of nature and the magic of modem industrial effort. This is

picture which parents will enjoy themselves, and will delight in their
lildren's enjoyment of it. The photography is beautiful, the music superb,
id the "discovered" youngster irresistible. Family j SMPC 8-14

THE LOVES OF CARMEN Rita Hayworth, Glenn Ford. Screen play by
ilen Deutsch based upon the story of "Carmen" by Prosper Merimee. Direc-
•»d by Charles Viaor. Columbia Rita Hayworth's conception of the
.eked gypsy Carmen is all her own, a purring kitten rather than the tiger
t of tradition and probably the prettiest Spanish jade ever to rattle
stanets, with sculptured red curls and many rich costumes. She is 'the
omed heroine of an adaptation of the novelette, quite a different story
om the opera libretto but equally tragic. The picture has visual dis-
nction and Technicolor is used with discretion to dramatize and
amorize the Spanish backgrounds. Mature



THE LUCK OF THS IRISH Tyrone Power, Anno Baxter, Cecil Kellaway,

Lee J. Cobb, Screen play by Philip Dunne based on a novel by Guy and

Constance Jones, Music by Cyril Mockridge. Directed by Henry Kostor.

Twentieth Century-Fox* It is difficult to oombine fantasy and

reality in film fiction, but it is here done with some success. The .

encounter of an American newspaper correspondent with a leprechaun be-

side a waterfall in an Irish glen is unusual enough to stir the

imagination and cause the spectator to wonder what will happen next,

and especially when a soft-spoken colleon is his hostess at a wayside

inn. Family* SMPC 12-14

LUXURY LIN5R George Brent, Jane Powell, Lauritz Helchior, Xavier
Cugat. Screen play by Gladys Lehman 'and Richard Connoll. Musical dir-
ection by Georgie 3 toll. Directed by Richard Whorf. Uotro-Goldwyn-
Maycr. You don't see much of the sea on this Luxury Liner - but you
hoar much music and learn much about love. All because the Captain's

young daughter decides to go along against orders and arrange affairs

for her father and herself. In Technicolor. Family* SMPC 12-14

THE MAN FROM COLORADO Glenn Ford, William Holden, Ellen Drew.

Screon play" by "Robert D. Andrews, Ben Maddow, from original story by
Bordon Chase. Directed by Henry Levin. Columbia. A young colonel
in the Union Army, deranged by war, ignores the white flag of a band of

ragged, worn out Confederates and orders the entire troop wiped out.. His

closo friend observes this with deep concern. At home, the war over, both
fi&d themselves in love with the tfiwn belle. The colonel is appointed
federal judge, marries the girl and gradually becomes more erratic, and

violent. The film, wh|le failing as a psychological study of insanity
'and as a romance as well, is conspicuous for action both vigorous and
varied. Family

MISS T/.TLOCK'S MILLIONS John Lund, Monte Woolloy, Wanda Hendrix,
Barry Fitzgerald. Screen play by Charles Brackott and Richard L. Breen;
suggested by a play by Jacques Doval. Directed by Richard Haydn, Para-
mount, Movie stunt man John Lund is hired by male nurse Barry Fitz-
gerald to impersonate his "eccentric" charge who has disappeared two
years before inheriting six-million dollars. The rest of the Tatlccks,
vultures all, reluctantly accept~him, but the conspiracy gets' into deop
water when. he falts in ltr?e with a girl who thinks she is his sister.
The plot is not new, and sometimes skirts the edge of bad taste, but
light-hearted treatment and excellent performances make, for uniformly
pleasant entertainment. Family

NIGHT WIND Charles Russell^ Virginia Christine. Original story
by Robert G.' North; screen play by Arnold Belgard and Robert G. North.
Directed by James Tinling. Twentieth Century-Fox. A well worked out



secondary theme of parent-child adjustment makes this more than a routine

troy and dog story. Some of Johnny's love for Flame stems from the fact

that he had seen action with the lad's hero father, killed in the war.

When his idolized dog is convicted of killing two strangers, the frantic

boy finds unders tending help in his stepfather, an unassuming research

scientist, Gary Gray is natural as the troubled youngster, but most of

the acting honors must go to the splendid dog Flame. Family: SMPC 8-14

ONE TOUCH OF VENUS Robert Walker, Ava Gardner. Screen play by

Harry- Kurnitz and Frank. Tas hi in, based on the musical play by S,J» Perel-

man and Ogden Nash. Songs by Kurt Weill. Score by Ann Ronoll. Directed

by William A. Seiter. Universal- International. It's a bit hard to

believe that the kiss of practical, bumbling window dresser Robert Walkor

would bring a marble Venus to life, but so it is. The comedy covers a long

range - from the slapstick struggles of the slow-witted Walker to elude the

amorous
.

goddess to the caustic witticisms of Eve Arden> secretary to. the

Store's boss. Three Kurt Weill songs from the musical's original score

help all this to float along its light, fantastic way. Family
' *' v •

RED RIVER ' John Y/ayne, Montgomery Clift. Screen play by Borden Chase

and Charles Schnee, from the story by Borden Chase. Score by Dimitri

Tiomkin, Directed by Howard Hawks. United Artists. A western in the

grand manner is built around a story of the first cattle drive over the

Chisholm Trail, The aftermath of the Civil War forces a Texas cattle baron
'to drive his great herds a thousand miles to find a market, and the hard-

ships and danger that crowd the long journey are shown in spectacles of ex-

citing effectiveness. The strong cast is equal to the heavy demands of a

big picture of pioneer life and emotions. Family: SMPC 12-14

RED SHOES Anton Walbrook, Mo Ira Shearer, Written, produced and dir-

ected by Michael Powell and Emoric Pressburger. Eagle-Lion. In Hans
Christian Andersen's fairy tale, tho girl who went to the ball in red
shoes found they wouldn't stop dancing when she wanted to take them off.
This is the theme of the central ballet in this richly produced panorama
of the dance world, and it seems symbolic also of the tragic fate of the
aeroine. The two lovers dance like puppets on the string of a Mephistoph-
elean ballet-master, a character modelled after Diaghileff. Exhaustive in
its survey of the peculiar manner in which first-class ballets are con-
ceived, rehearsed, put together, and finally presented, this attempt to
present the central ballet as seen through the eyes of the prima ballerina
is a striking cinematographic experiment. British production in Techni-
color. Mature
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*R0PE James Stewart, John Da II, Farley Granger. Screen play by

Arthur Lauronts; adaptad by Hume Cronyn from the play ?t rCope*s End" by
Pa trio": Hamilton* Directed by Alfred Hitchcock, Yforner Bros,
Alfred Hitchcock, master of suspense, still holds that title though he

has never embellished so morbid a theme with brilliant crartsmanship
nor drawn upon such technical resource to glaze It, as in this story

of deliberate murder for the love of it. Two young classmates' choose
to assert their self-styled super iority to si friend by parroting him
with a piece of rope, lifting his body into a chest in their penthouse
apartment and giving a champagne party in the same room for further
exhilaration. The victim 1 s father and friends are invited, their

concern for the murdered man's non-appearance naado light of, though
enjoyed by the hosts till one of the guests, more aware of their

dangerous philosophy than the others, tricks them into admitting the

crime. The director's manner of projecting this shocking exercise

in abnormality Is arresting. The scene is confined to three rooms,
action - if conversation may to called that - is continuous with no

time laose, nor is there interruption by the probing camera , Yet the

proceedings move swiftly, relentlessly while one listens in painfull

apprehension, fearful not so much for the fate of the guilty as cf

missing a word, a gesture of a grisly experience. In Technicolor,
Mature

SEALED VERDICT Ray Milland, Florence i&rly. Screen play by
Jonathan Latimer based on a novel by Lionel Shapiro-, Liusic by Hugo
Frlodhofer.. Directed by Lewis Allen. Paramount. The prosecution
of Nazi war criminals In the American-occupied zone of Germany is the

basis of this interesting and instructive film. There are other
involvements in the course of telling the story of Lajor Robert Laws on
and a mysterious French model who is the only defense witness cf the
chief criminals. After the Nazi has been sentenced to die, doubts
begin to assail Major Laws on, Eits of evidence come to light which'*
send him in quest of the truth. His search leads him into- strange
places and further acquaints him with German psychology. Kay Milland's
excellent performance as the major will gratify admirers cf good act-
ing. Ilature

A SQUTESRII ZANKE3 Red Skelton, Brian Donlevy, Screen clay by
Barry Tugend; original story by LSa-lvin Frank and Norma n Panama, Dir-
ected by Edward Sedgwick, M-G-M A fast and furious comedy In whioh
a bell-hop in a SI.. Lcuis hotel Decemes part of the Secret Service inW&Pf ©*M86s!5kfn&tfi^ We SSI aad m9Ssa£0S and a
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SX^TIQg '.V-3T Dick Powell, Jane Greer. Screen play by Frank Fenton

.ad Winston Miller, from the novel by Luke Short. Directed by Sidney

anf ield* RKD Radio . Gold shipments in a wild territory in the 80s

ire being robbed steadily, and when a soldier escort is murdered, Washing-

ton sends an investigator to the army post where the trouble seems to

•enter. Things skip along so fast and excitingly that only after all the

shooting's ever does one realize that a lot of explaining has been left

indone. Much of the film's effectiveness is due to Dick Powell - tough,

rasuai and quick witted. Family

Sjg^gSg VICTORY Virgil Richardson, Cathey McGregor. Narrated by

ilfred Drake, Muriel Smith, Gary Merrill, Narration written by Saul

_3vitt; scenario, editing by Leo Hurwitz. Directed by Leo Hurwitz,

Carget Films. The latest in the series of films combating racial and

•oligious discrimination, this independent production is the most ambiti-

ous, challenging, and passionate of all. And the only one to spotlight

:he Negro as chief victim cf prejudice. The victory that is strange is

;ur own in a war fought to crush German fascism while leaving its U.S.

sounterpart to flourish. In mingled newsreel shots and live action the

?ilm parallels the rise of Hitler with the careers of our native anti-

lemitics; sketches the plight of a Hegro air fore© veteran who is re-

used work by civilian airlines; arid warns a hospital ward full of new-

jorn babies what kisd of life can be expected by those who are Negro,

Tewish, or Catholic. Because it names names and palls no punches,
itratge Victory will rouse controversy wherever it is shown. Because
)f its oblique story-telling and rapid-fire of ideas, it may be confus-
.ng to the very audiences it seeks to convert, B-ut , as a brave and
>lain-spoken criticism of the weaknesses of the republic, it should hit
.ts target in communities already roused to consciousness of the problem
if discrimination. Mature

TRIPLE THREAT Richard Crane, Gloria Henry, Mary Stuart, Pat
aelaru Original screen play by Joseph Carole and Don Liar tin. Directed
v Jean Yarbrough. Columbia. This football story has almost a doc-
mentary quality where the game itself is concerned. There is however
omething else to consider. That is the existence of romance in foot-
all players' lives and how they meet it. The games played are exciting-
y photographed, the "back-stage" atanosphere is oelievable and John
-itel r s coach and coaching ring true. Family

TWO GUYS FROM T3XA.S Dennis Morgan, Jack Carson* Screen play by
•A.L, Diamond and Allen Boretz, from a play by Robert Sloane and Louis
elletier. Sengs by Juie Styne and Samny Cahn. Directed by David Butler,



Warner Bros. Given the Morgan-Carson team as night club antertai

stranded on a Texas dude ranch, providing eaehwith a pretty girl and

lot of Jule Styns-Sammy Data tunes, and a musieal comedy is practical

ly mde. The Carson clowning, a mixture of spoofing and slapstick,

carries this along. light-heartedly, while Lennis Morgan takes care of

songs and romance • Technicolor adds to the general liveliness , Fami

SMPC 8-14

Resumes of summer pictures June, July & Aug* arc available upon reques
S—i±j~jC FKD e nORT o JL <J.lC xL>

1 reel unless otherwise indicated.

ATHLETIC V/.RISTIES Polo, ^greyhouod rucir^ and a cj.ass for youne
swimmers in Florida, Sportscopo: RKD Radio Family: SHPC --14

SERLTUHu A tourist f s eye view of some attractive spots on the be

tiful island, Technic olor. Movietone Advontur« • 20th Ctentury~?ax,
Family; SMPC 3-14

P ITGS Swashbuelcle Sam loses stolen treasure, ship and
whiskers wnen lie and Bugs Bunny cross paths. Technicolor, Looney Tune .

Yfcrnur. Family

- BUGS BUiHIY RIDeZS AgAJg Two bad men, Bugs and Yosomite Sam, bairt

supremacy m the oia wna .vest. Technicolor. Merrie Melodies: V/arnt

Family: SWC 3-14

CAr&DA CAiAjS Canada's vacation attractions, with an emphasis o:
ft

toria and Quebec to point out tho- country^ British and French asred
Variety Views t" Universal- International. Family: SliPC 8-14

CALi OF THE CANYON Grand Canyon - from the valley floor, from : ij

trails and from the air. Variety Views :« Universal- Interna tional.
Family* SMPC 8-14

CEQO CHOP SWTJC- The Kings Lien sing "I T ve Been Working on the ffc |

road", "Alabamy Louna" , "Delaware Lackawanna",* Sing & Be Happy Sprit.

Universal- International. Family: SMPC 3-14

CO^ TUNITY SING £S "The Pennsylvania Polka", "Carry Mo Back to -

Lone Prairie", "Sunday, Monday Or Always", "Red River Valley" and
"California Here 2 Come" |ung in ckorus Columbia, Family

A DAY AT THE FA IR Happenings at the Iowa State Fair with specie
attention to £H Uiubs and cthe national importance of these active yot

farmers. Technicolor Specfials Warner, 2 reels family* SMPC 3-14
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DIVraS : :-L-.:.-pI0??3 The diving techniques of Earl Clark, Pete Desjar-

dins, Joe Peterson and Cornelia ("Corky") C-illison, and that of a boy

Mike, probably a future champion, analyzed by Bill Stern with the aid of

slow motion* ColumbiaV Family: 3MPC 8-14.

FITTING aTELETES The varied and picturesque troops in the Indian

army, with the drills and sports, that make them outstanding athletes.

Technicolor Shorts Parade* Warner. Family* SW£ 8-14

?.II-3VIL PfAPE A rocket ship shoots Bugs Bunny to the moon. Tech-

nic olorT Looney Tuness feraer. Family: SMPC 8-14

LOrE STfeR SI&TB The resources of Texas - oil, sheep, longhorn cattL

.grapefruit, helium gas, etc. - pictured in sprightly cartoons. Techni-

color. Paramount. Family.

THE C? TIME y!3 (14th series) "Yuiite Collar Girls" x.n arrest-

ing study of the modern career woman or, -for that matter, any woman who
elects to work outside the home through necessity or preference. Twen-

tieth Century-Fox, 2 rls,
9 FmXXyt i

SMSPC 12-14

1IIGHTY ::OUS'E Iff LOVE *S LABOR '70 Tenor Mighty Mouse Saves his tiny
blonde soprano friasid from the cat villains clutches. Technicolor.
Terrytoons Twentieth Century-Fox. Family x SHPC 8-14 .

::i7HIY :.:QU5E III A I TCP! '3 CAT In this Hallowe'en fantasy a big, bad
witch with a sense of humor has as her assistant in evil a.black.cat.
Terrytoom Twentieth Century-Fox. Family: S$PC 8-14

P0?7_^r. SCIENCE J 7-3 The preparation of frozen dinners at a Long
Island plant, their defrosting and supplementary cooking in the home in
13 -minutes,' the complicated working of a "mechanical brain", the marvels
of the Flying Wiagj the air transport of tomorrow. ^Paramount. Family.

PZZ3KI": }IHUM6A Charlie, Barnett, trumpeting band leader, and his
men are placed in an elaborate terrace setting for their concert. Uni-
versal, 2 rls. Family.

THE RIDDLE OF RHQ3T53IA. The ' Kimberley diamond mines, Bloemfontein,
capital of the Orange Free State, gold mines and Victoria Falls. Twen-
tieth Century-Fox.* Familys SHPC 8-14

3CZZIC 3" 3DEN Farmlands and cities, craftssien at work, national
festivals of this beautiful country. Movietone Adventures; Technicolor

t

r^eatieth Century-Fox. Family* 33^0 8-14.
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SHORT SHORTS OH SPCHT3 k light-hearted survey of sports that takes

in current practices in hockey, archery, racing, football and baseball,
PhaVtasy cartoon: Cineoolor: Columbia. Family

«

3-.TC.T PL^CE 'LTaZ HOME Popeye and Olyve Oyl in ?'Tiami are blown by
a hurricane to the Horth Pole. Po'locolor. Popeye Cartoons Para-
mount, Family. '

I

•SPORT'S GOHDHF AGS Aspects of the sports world that Americans,
„ as spectators and participants, s/eipport to Hie amount of four bil-
lion dollars a year* This Is Americas RKO Ra»iio, 2 rls # .Family*
SHPC 8-14..

3T.i n'iOHH OF C ITY Cross-sec irion of life in Stockholm with ac-
cent not on the "sights** but on» poople* Twentieth Century—Fo&i
Family* SMPC 3-14 « ; p • »

rfgOLLS OF MUSIC jj-Q Tony Pastor and'his orchestra. Visualisa-
tion of the story of the Maharaiah of Hope dor and Jqis_rhumta lessons,

the song, of the Merry Secretary and a chorus of bill collectors -voic-

ing the demands of A Man At the Door. Columbia-. Family*

^INTBR ZZOluSE Forest Hanger Donald, planting acorns for refores-

tation, runs afoul of 'those1 two busy chipmunks, Chip 1 H Dc le*" rech-

nicolor, Disney Cartoon: RFjO- lipdio..- R.iaily: " S-.HO 3-14 -

i

iX)H-THH^TRIGH^ Pjjj§

TRH ART OF IIP: TRY HC0H5 Henry Hoore - A camera description of ' -uhc

work of this British artist, with an exposition of his ideas delivered
by the critic James Johnson Sweeney/ who directed the film. It cen-
ters chiefly around the Museum of Modern Artts exhibition of Moore in

1946* but -shot's of works in many' other collections are included. ' The

picture is particularly adapted to the needs of classes in painting
and sculpture. Mr. Sweeney, if he is profuse,, is also clear and expli-
cit, and certainly, a vtthor itative* And the opportunity to view so mar.y

works of a • distinguished .contemporary in color close—up is still' al-
most unique-. Written a nd directed by James Johnson Sweeney. Falcon
.Films, 44 Hest'GGth S'tv N.Y.C. 2 rls., loan. HHature. *

"

BOY IH COUHT Fortunately 15 year old Johnny, convicted .of .car

stealing, livens in a o'ommunity which has a good juvenile court and
probation service. Physical and psychological examinations as well as

an investigation of his background precede court decision. By friend-
ly guidance his interests are directed constructively and in his final
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htening out the probation dififi^er has enlisted the help of the Eoys*

j library, school and church* The intelligent answer to a social

ra in this well-made film outlines procedures that should be possible

- community. Zfotional Probation Association, 1790 Broadway, N.Y.C.

: 16mm $2., 35mm Family* 3MPC 12-14 -

FATA The People of Tehuantepec. Pretty little Chata and 'her hen

'the fiesta and have several pleasant things happen to them before

,e.t back to their tiny Mexican village again. There is an unstudied

•hich gives the film a pleasing freshness. Litton and directed by

ad Da r ley Gordon. Contemporary Films, 49 Main St., San Francisco,

j 16mm, Kodacrome, rental §20., 6 reels. Family: SMPC 8-14.

-3 CP^TLPREIT'S REPUBLIC' Discussions of the Marshall Plan often con-

ound the question of how much the people of Europe are doing to

• their own problems. This film is a heartening answer* though it

at to solve no problems: instead it is a human document. An or-

"brother ana sister begging on trie streets of Paris 'are picked up

police and taken to the Children f s Republic" where they learn the

ages and duties of citizenship after years of homeless wandering,

fine Carroll narrates the .film and is its producer as well. Used by
i :.- ;.uu^ Committee for the International Children's Emergency Euncj,-

other uses as well, particularly in the study of international ro-

:s and of European problems. Directed by Victor .Yicas, narrated by
ine Corroil. Music by Claude Arrious. A.F. Films, 1500 Broadway,

16mm, sale OiOO., rental 57.50, Z reels. Family.

Tr^HO DE BERGERAC m Iter Hampden describes this series of excerpts
he play as an experiment to see how the character he has played so

imes looks and sounds on film, and provides a genial and intelli-
ntroduction to each. Students of voice and acting will want to

this record of the delivery, intonation, .gait, and bearing of the
eleb rated American exponent of the great role. Library Films, Ine.

It 45th St., IT. I.C. 16mm. Family.
% *"

ITT OF THE FRTI2TG F.oT - INTO THE FIGHT9 "Of, by and for young people"

said of this film, for it was conceived and executed by teen-agers
1 Re-Armament and it tackles problems to be found in any high

jstudent group, showing how* these can be solved by right living. It

jys freshness, honesty and high principle. Positive Productions,
Flower Street, Los Angeles 14, Calif. 16mm, 2 reels. Family.

\ i X\i , b S • ii • A broad approach to community needs for recreational
s is recorded in Decatur, 111., whose citizens banded together
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to create a tax-supported, profess iona Unsupervised ' program, for all
ages li%all seasons* A Chicago Film Studio Production in color. Assoc
iatiou Films, 547 Madison Ave # , M.Y.C. 16i.uu color, 2 rlsi , $1^50 sa ie
$1I5# * Athletic Institute. Family*

RESTORA TION BIjGIMz> Charles B oyer and Dr. Henry Ker§hner, chairman
of the Save The Children Federation, introduce this exposition of the
Federation's work. It begins with material illustrating trips to 2u ret-

to survey the needs -of bombed, brutalized, and famished people. Then
follows explicit description of the work, concluding with an equally
specific explanation of how Americans, in groups or as individuals, car

hqlp. Innocent of technical quality, its homespun a ir carries a corr/ic

tiou all-its own* 3a the Children Federation, 1 Liaison ~.vo. , I'.Y.C.,

16mm, Family.

The following films are produced by Coronet Instructional Films,
Coronet Buildings Chicago 1, 111. Bach is I reel, sound, color or llac"

ana white, with an audience suitability that begins on the junior high
"school level and extends through *a du it groups. Information concerning
price and availability may be obtained from the producers. •

» CCI^UIaCR PRO TACTION This description of readily available guiues
to wise buying is 'most timely. It points out the services of ihfr govern-

ment, private testing laboratories and consumers* report in telling any
buyer who is willing to read, just what he Is getting. FanilysSIIPC IE

FTID THE IlgOmTIOI The preparation of an index on atomic energ;

by a junior high school class is maae an example project. The materia
treated simply and clearly,, mskes a very good lesson in the use of a

library and the fundamentals of research. Family: SIIPC 12-14.

KGu TO JUDGE FACTS In vivid, economical style this well-written
film concretizes the process of arriving at an objective estimate of a

specific situation. A boy writes an indignant story for his high schoM
paper which "proves to be founded on rumor. In tracing it to i~cs scare

he encounters sharp lessons in distinguishing between fact, opinion,
and hearsay. Family: SMPC 12-14.

KOVJ" TO ViRII^ Yftun i^RIJ rAFiR From the choosing of a topic to the

set-up pf "the completed paper, the procedures shown are clear and easi

followed. Further interest is added by a field trip made toan air base
for material on the subject; "Air Traffic Control 11

. Family: SMPG 12-14

VRL\ T 13 ... Cd

.

ITRA C-

T

A satisfying exposition of the functioning oi

legal concepts in every-day life. Two college youths make a verbal agr

hi



nt with a businessman to work for him during the summer months. Their

jb sequent experiences test all phases of the agreement, and in doing so

frustrate the rights and obligations of all parties to a contract. Family:

rpc 12-14 - .

VjB/.T IS BUSIHZSS? Designed "to give a tight definition to a word

josely used, with tne argument of the commentary we 11- supported by the

sua Is. Family; SMPC 8-14.

. .
cn

"'
The following films were photographed and directed by Luciano Emmer,

rls. each. iimeriean-3uropean Agency, 471 Park Ave,, 1J.Y.C

*

1H3 LIFE OF IHj ¥IRGIff,by Giotto - TH3 H.RIELY P^R^ISa , by Eosch.

e numbered a mo ng the finest achievements of camera art, these films

M
!

^t famous paintings break new ground for the motion picture. The point-

s' have not been made the subject of s camera record, they have been

ed as -the raw material for a film. The experience of seeing them is seme-

igg new under the sun - quite unlike that of examining reproductions or

viewing the actual paintings themselves. Here the director has analyzed

ch fresco and re-assembled their elements into a dramatic sequence which

ows the pattern of film editing rather than .that of pictorial oomposi-

on. In pursuing this startling novel approach, Luc ir.no Smrne^ was attemp-

. [ng to create a new art form. Ymether or not he has succeeded in doing

Jat, he has presented these masterworks to us more vividly than any human

, he has ever seen them, and it is obvious that his methpd is the best yet

.j^veloped to communicate painting values to masses of people. For that rea-

>n. these two films may well be of' interest to theatrical audiences as
• " 9

r 11 as to students of painting and members of museums. The films speak so

:'. .oquently for themselves that they require no commentary, the sumptuous
naissance music which accompanies being a 11 that is required to point the

iherent drama. tic values of these two remarkable pieces, of film—craft,
Lily* SMPC 12-14

THE STORY OF THE 30:1 OF MAN BY GIOTTO; TH3 3OX- OF THE CRSaTIONS BY
:OTTO; FTFmaT!: ^TWCI B,,T?LlTSG^S . It is an earnest of the taste as

- 11 as the skill of 2mmer that, under his camera's supernal eye, the
'Cfeataess of Giotto standi forth enhanced.- Never does the photographer cb-
ude his personality over that of the painter, yet the' spectator is con-
ious that what is on the screen is the joint product of two men "who lived
nturies apart. Perhaps the. 15th Century^Battle Scenes are less success-

..
.I. The Gi ottos are single paintings by a single painter, the collection

^1 battle ' scenes reprusents many works by many hands. Something of unified

s
Jpaet is lost thereby; though Luciano 3mmer is much too adroit to permit
-conflict of styles, 'and his editing of isolated details from many paint-
jigs is sometimes remarkably successful. Family: SrJPC 12-14,



28 COUNCILS AT ..-i"

- The *ti«i motion Picture Co.an.iX ~ - ^taSS
to its Advisory Council fro^ ^Tne is^s! Joseph .. Chesser,

interest will make most,^^i^^c^ ano notion picture eha*2

president of the Bettor Films Council ol
po ,itiono nor

Ln of the General Federation ^^f^*^ Lport in oh, latt**

achievements are noteworthy. %\™fj*£™™ Bnd Better Films Coumitf

g ivo s high pr- ioo to the-^^^ dr .m tic activities

•Movie Snterprises At A -.Uruvei si ty. --• •
—

'
•'

-T'
'

, District of Columbia aqfl the Com-

Tho Motion Picture Council o- r/ » ^ ft no -Uj;vor thy program

muhity FilA .Council of ^^^^^^^-Lif^-fts -• pro-Conf-r .no.

«The Contribution or motion -
, ; heid mlfeshington J&y

event for tUo>tlo»l Conference on ^ conference by Dr..

5-8. The morning session ^J^VoESl- ^varsity, Program Coordi-

Ernast G. Osborne, Teacher s Collage Colum- j^ly toward Bet*

mtor; a demonstration, -Can.
Motion^i-*ro-

; k ,jcatioa< Kew v rk mi-
Human Relations?" by -ice ,. * ell «* , £> ^ u /o, a^ly
versity; and a Panel Uiseussion, ...v.

Life?"*- •
• V i„ml)led m- the bept. of Agrioui

Following' intermission delegate^assjnble
. ^ ^ -

^

ture auditorial, where exhibits Prepare .3
for oJ, ildren (TTnxv. t

for screenings of Hh^njh^, )m%ion Sorvico); and Brri,

Oregon); Y^r rMlarcn ^ (B^ ^ „
Cu;; Kotipn Pictures

;

^ur«gu<v .
. .CT ?her came a tair., -oa..

and Divorce (Larch ol -•'-•/•
, .„,-• ,« -c - Julien Bryan 01 the

thTTalnTly"tOTia rd International ^ of his films, Ohio

Inter national Film Foundation, wir,n , snowing

Tov;n and £0a^j^or^^l^ proerasi was made possB

.atnough announcement -s carried ^ ^a^ations , the

through the help and- .oopparatioaof^Uc^ - ^ of Motion Pictt

Motion Picture Association, ^^, ^0-^0 work of- Mrs. ueForest

and others, it was really due to the exhaus-
assisted hy Mrs,;

Ahthony,president of the Distrie, ox Colon*^ C—1
' effortBS 9speo,

Uelson Sayre, president of the Community Council. -
attention than it«

ly commendatory as the ration pictu, e
v,^ general purpose. «

served in the program" as a wnole of a - ^ family s»y

which was "to discover specific means cy
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srengthened for the benefit of its individual members and society,"

Council effort did not end with these screenings, for realizing the

due of using motion pictures in the fields covered by such Conference •

Dmmittees as Community Participation, Economic Welfare, Education, Health

me Ma nag ment, Housing, and Recreation, a list "Sources of Information

ad List of Films for Use in Family Life Education" was prepared and

Ldely distributed. *
'-

The 1947-48 Report of the Better Films Council of Greater St. Louis

3 both good looking and good reading* It has an attractively printed

)ver and within its 14 pages contains reports from officers and 16 com-'

ifcttee chairmen,' including such activities as Education, Library Exton-

ion, Music Appreciation in Films, Press ana Publicity, Program, Public

I la ti o ns , Ra d i o , a nd S p ea ker 1 s B urea u • ,

The Program Chairman's report shows the following topics presented- •

meetings during -the years "Films in Our Changing lijor'ld" 3 "Youth 'Cinema ,

ubs", "Music in the Films", "Films an Aid to World Peace", "Visual Sdu- .

ttion .on the March", "Behind the Silver Screen", "Films at Work in Church
r'nd Home", and a Cinema Tea, Reviewers -nnual Meeting, Christmas Party for

jests from Homes for Agod ; and Annual Luncheon in Ma y ,

The president of this active group composed of 37 organizations is

3.^ Ernest R." Evans and the honorary president and founder Mrs. Arrotus
Burt, .who is also Public Relations chairman, including the Youth Cirena

.ubs which she started as a national project when motion picture chair

>n of the 'General Federation of Women* s Clubs.

The Motion Picture Council of Queens (H.Y.) 1947-48 report giv^n
r Mrs. Harold' N. Buck© low, the retiring president, covering the second
.If of a two year administration, noted many activities. « She represented
le Council at numerous meetings of Women's Clubs, P-T.A. "and Mothers 1

tub s , etc., and the two-day Conference of the ifetional Board of Review,
Irving on the committee and participating in its round-table discussion.

*'j
.

The diversified programs have kept members interestingly informedby
Ijithorities on various trends in the -current motion picture fields. Pub-
licizing the work of the Council over two local radio stations is justly

lifted as a n' outstanding achievement „ The Editorial Committee has regularly
tepared the synopses that are compiled for the bulletin. The Projector
iind has been increased through a dessert-bridge party. The roster has

gjpn lengthened by the addition of 16 new members, making a total of
^i new members during the two years* In li,ne with the aims for better
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films, a resolution wa z presented to the Long Island Federation conven-
tion commending the Motion Picture Association for its favorable amend*
ments to its code and advertising policies. The new president who will
give active leadership is Mrs. Ladis H. Csanyi.

The Worcester (2£ass.) Bettjr Films Council annual report, while r

cording .varied activities, acknowledges that "the Young Reviewers held
the spotlight*; They reviewed IS of the year's b^st pictures by invita
tion of the Council with a later round-table, discussion, ana reviews we
g iven at three Council meetings* Another youth activity was the fulfill

meat of this Council* s endeavors in getting family pictures at the Litt
Theatre.

Mrs, Carolyn Keil Staff, president, attended the, I? f o:;al Board Z

ference last March and there, asked Mr . Griffith, the Board's Executive
Director, to speak at the Annual Luncheon on May 20th. • This rounded ou

program of four speakers for the year, balanced by some discussion pro-

grams .

Visitors to our office recently were Mrs. B» Molbrook Poacher a .

president of the Philadelphia Motion Picture Forum, and Mrs. M.S. Steeli

program chairman, to talk over program plans. They were enthusiastic,
their audience had. been, OTror speaker's for the east year. High praise-

was given Mr . William Kruse, vice-president of United World Films, who
talked to them about "Our Benefits from Films Made in Other Lands". The

reported what he said was so interesting and valuable that much note-*

taking was done to carry helpful information back to organizations.

Well liked also was Col. Clinton Marrold of 'the Philadelphia off:!

of the National Conference of Christians and Jews, who with his talk s'l

ed some of their pictures,- very appropriately, .during February Brother!!

Week; and Mr. Griffith from the National board, who was the annual xun< 1

eon speaker.

Another visitor we were happy to greet was Mrs. Allen Cox, prosi|

of the Phillips County (Ark.) Motion Picture Council. Although her trl

was primarily to visit a sister in ITew York, she had time for talking
about motion picture activity over luncheon at Sardi ana for some pre- if

views, including Mamie

t

, which fortunately came while she was here.
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THE NEW MOVIES Selected by the Ccaaaittee en
Exceptional Motion Pictures

The Committee on Exceptional Motion Pictures reviews film of un-
usual interest in the development of the screen* The opinions of the
Committee are combined in impartial reviews. Each review is written by
a member whose estimate coincides with the majority vote. Committee*

I! Henry Hart, chairman; James Agee, Iris Barry, Manny Farber, Ruth K.

Friedlich, Robert Giroux, Richard Griffith, Philip T. Hartung, Hattie S.

Heyman, Hermine R. Isaacs, Arthur Knight, Louis Kroneifcerger, Norbert
Lusk, Mary B, Miller, Frances Taylor Patterson, John B, Turner, Eda Lou
V&lton, Frank llard, Leans Zugsmlth.

LOUISIANA STORY Written by Frances and Robert Flaherty. Produced and
directed by Mr. Flaherty; photographed by Richard Leacock; edited by
Helen van Dongen; music by Virgil Thompson, performed by the Philadel-
phia Orchestra. I.E. Lopert. Cast* The Boy, Joseph Boudreaux; His
Father, Lionel LeBlano; His Mother, Mrs. E. Bieuveuu; The Driller,

|

Frank Hardy.

Robert J. Flaherty has captured a segment of American life and
brought it, alive and breathing, to the screens of the world. Of all
the fine films of recent years this is the one I expect to be still alive
and breathing when it is looked at ten, twenty, even fifty years from now.

But we do not need to wait that long to give its maker our thanks. We
can enjoy it here and now. And what a treat it is I

The camera takes us to the swamps and bayous of Louisiana. A flower
a bird, an alligator cross the path of our vision. Slowly we draw near

||
to the central figure in this watery wilderness, a small Cajun boy and
his pet, a raoooon. The boy is the son of a trapper of the region and is

I! himself a mighty hunter and fisherman as we learn in following him through
his idyllic days. He fishes from his canoe, he wanders the mysterious

I forest, he dares the ferocity of a she-alligator by investigating her
I
nest, and when he thinks her mate has devoured his raoooon, he baits a

|

hook - and catches him! This is life in the morning of the world, seen,
i ;

|

. . _ _

The Board is grateful to all those who wrote to express, praise,

j!
good will, or sympathy for the first mimeographed issue of New Movies.
.We hope we have achieved format improvement in this issue, and that

j

soon we shall be able to return to a printed magasine.

¥



heard, and felt through the keen senses of a ohild. Bat suddenly a re-
presentative of another world, in the form of a monstrous oil-derrlok,
eome8 wading up the bayou* Firghtened birds take to the air at the hor-
rendous sounds made by the monster. But the boy is not frightened. The
rest of Louisiana Story is the drama of his developing relation to this
symbol of the worlds that lie beyond his horizon.

How many pictures have we seen which try to dramatise machinery in
terms of pretty pictures • And how few which give us any comprehension o:

how they work, or why. This is the only one I can remember which does
just that. At first sight the vast derriok is a confusion of chains,
pipes, drills, pulleys. By picture's end, you know how oil is drilled,
and all the skills and dangers and gambles Involved, Tou understand the
process because you have followed the gradual development of the boy f s

understanding of a phenomenon divorced from anything in his experience.
That, if you will, is education by motion picture. This film educates
because it dramatizes function in terms of curiosity.

The drama of the oil derriok and the pastorale of a boy's life in
the marshes are the two main thematic drives of Louisiana Story, Its

deepest appeals present themselves more slowly to the mind, and are only
fully clear - as always with Flaherty's films - on a second or third
showing. Through, and as it were behind, the events of the boy's days
flows the classic rhythm of family life - the father at his traps, the
beautiful mother over her stove or gazing calmly out of her window acres
the bayou, all culminating in a little scene of domestic enjoyment whioh
in the simple rhythms and patterns of its Cajun speech, Is preoisely
classic. The speech throughout this film is like life. And it is ac-
cented, colored, heightened by a score by Virgil Thompson whioh is one
of the milestones in film music.

What such a film as Louisiana Story can mean to the enjoyment of
ohildron as well as adults, what it can accomplish in spreading know-
ledge of how the world* 8 work Is done, and how it can be used to show
the rest of the world what American life is really like, I hope I have
suggested in this brief report. There is more to it than that. There
is something in the film work of Robert Flaherty that can only be called
mysterious, something that does not abide our question. It is not only
that, as some one said, he has the best pair of eyes in the world. Be-
hind the eyes reposes a feeling about living things that no review, sher
or long, can capture, I once wrote of Flaherty in these pages, and feel
like repeating now in contemplation of the latest work of his hand and
heartt "We might even forget for awhile his brilliant way with cameras,
and think Instead of the adventurer in him, the explorer who, like a ehl
finds newness and beauty in every ordinary thing, who sees the world and

its creatures with a wondering and sentient eye, and finds in its exotic
diversity one final, unifying thing * our common need, our common hope,*
Riohard Griffith. 4



JOAN OF ARC Screen play by ISaxwell Anderson and Andrew Solt from stage

play "Joan of Lorraine* by Maxwell Andersoni produced by milter Tfenger;

< directed by Viotor Fleming. RKO Radio. Casts Joan, Ingrid Bergxnani

(
The Dauphin, Jose Ferrer; Cauohon, Francis L. Sullivan; John of Luxem-

bourg, J. Carrol Ifeish; Isabelle D*Aro, Selena Royle; Jacques DUro,
Robert Barret; Sir Robert de Baudrieourt, George Coulourls; Jean,T)uke

i| dUleneon, Jchn E&ery; George de la Tfremoullle, Gene Lookhart.

& The film Joan of Arc seems less an adaptation of than a sequel to

Ifexwell Anderson's Broadway production 8Joan of Lorraine". The latter,

bid only one set, a bare rehearsal stage, after the manner of "Our Town",

with a handful of props, a piece of armor, an ecclesiastical robe* The

purpose of the play was to show the gradual effect of the character of
The Maid on the actress who was playing the role* The motion picture has

completely scrapped this play-within-*-play device. It tells Joan f s story
"straight", swinging it clear of the proscenium arch where it has been
cabined and confined from Shakespeare to Schiller to Shaw. Lovers of the

cosier technique of the drama deplore the process of expansion; they feel
that the pageantry, the color of the period, has a tendency to drown the

»L human and mystical values. But inevitably a comparison with Henry V
arises in the mind. The rich resources of the screen have done as much
for Joan as for Bal. Definitely the Battle of Aginoourt influenced the
lifting of the Siege of Orleans. Orleans may come off second, but it is

i
a good second. The farm at Domremy, the castle at Vauooleurs, the oha-

j teau at Chinon, the cathedral at Rheims, the trial hall, the prison, the
stake in the market place, the silver Loire, the poplar-bordered Mease,
the simple countryside are all part of Joan's story. And from the broad
base of pageantry and material triumph of the first part the spiritual
triumph in agony and defeat of the second part rises like a spire.
Structurally the climax is perfect; it narrows to the single soul.

In these last scenes the performance of Ingrid Bergman recalls the

|j

superb performance of Madame Paloonetti in Carl Dreyer T s The Passion of
Joan of Arc, the homely peasant girl transfigured by the light of the
spirit. In the trial scenes she compares favorably with Winifred Leni-

^ han's "Saint Joan"* She has the same directness and simplicity; the

tf |j
same thrust of truth. She is less mannered than Katharine Cornell or
than Sybil Thorndike in the English production of the Shaw play. On none
of these was placed the burden of dominating so vast a production.

Jjjj

Bergman manages it. Perhaps the phenomenal personality of Joan, genius
and saint, as Shaw describes her, has something to do with it. She tri-

'J umphed over those who condemned her and over everyone who has ever writ-

^ ten about her, Andrew Lang and Mark Twain and Anatole France. How
Victor Fleming, of Gone With the Wind, and mater danger and Teohnioolor

^ and Hollywood have entered the lists. Frances Taylor Patterson
.if 5

i



JOHNNY BELINDA Soreen play by Irmgard von Cube and Allen Vinoent from.

the stage play by Elmer Harris* produoed by Jerry Wa Id ; directed by Jean
Neguleaoo. Turner Bros* Cast: Belinda # Jane Waymans Dr. Robert Richard*

son. Lew Ayresj Black McDonald, Charles Blokford; Aggie, Agnes Moorohead.

In Johnny Belinda Hiss Jane Wyman takes the part of a deaf mute
initiated through the efforts of a young doctor in the use of those sign

and symbols employed in teaching the deaf and dumb. Through the beauti-

ful eloquenoe of her arms, her hands and finger tips, the quiet reatralne
play of the expressions that pass across her face one somehow partakes ix>

the miracle of her surprise and wonder at the world of new emotions and
recognitions which this instruction opens up to her} one has the peculiar
sense of participating in the quiet authentic growth of a human soul.

The picture is a melodrama and the scene is set in a small Nova

Sootlan fishing village. Having visited Nova Sootia on various oooas-
sions I should be inclined to guess that neither the camera orew, nor the

director of the picture, nor the writer of the script had had similar op-
portunities to visit the locality* Hollywood, as usual presumes that to
render authentic the atmosphere of a remote provincial community it is

only necessary to produce a number of "quaint" characters and to furnish
them with odds and ends of costume and conversation germain only to the
studios*

As the plot develops our heroine is seduced by a villainous fellow
and becomes pregnant with no knowledge of what has actually occurred to
her* The doctor, by means of the dumb show through which they can now
communicate informs her* As her love for the child develops in its
silent and powerful Intensity she is overtaken by many calamities* Bar
father is murdered in a brutal fight with her seduoer* He is thrown
over a cliff and his drowning believed an accident* Due to the general
conviction that the doctor Is the father of her child her friend and pro-
tector is forced to leave the vicinity* Presently the villainous fellow
is possessed by a powerful desire to bring up his own son* fis and hie
childless wife, armed with a legal permit to take the boy from his dis-
honored mother arrive upon the scene* At the sight of the poor girl f s

bereavement the wife, at first delegated to taking off the ohild, faIteri

and returns to the villainous fellow to plead for mercy. He will have
none of this and confesses that he is the father of the boy, then he goei

Into the house to steal the little creature from the cradle* Our heroin
snatches a gun and shoots him in the back* There ensues of course a
court room scene - the accused, the wife of the murdered man* the good
doctor all lined up as witnesses* Just as final evidence is levelled
against the doctor to prove him the father of the ohild the wife of the
villainous fellow breaks down and confesses the truth, and so our here
and our heroine are freed, the one from shame, the other from sentence,

6
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and we see them in a final fade-out driving off together with the baby
towards that "happy issue out of all our troubles" so dear to the heart

II

of Hollywood and so neoessary to the Hollywood coffers.

By tke right of her beautiful restrained acting the authenticity
of her silent, sentient role, out of which she never for an instant steps

; Miss Wyn»n has somehow managed to redeem all this pretty shoddy business
I from mediocrity. The picture has its wonderful moments. When, over the

k:
body of her dead father she spells out with her beautiful silent gestures

| the Lord 1 s Prayer, when she snatches the gun and shoots her seducer and
the father of her child one knows what she feels, one lives inside her
heart* All praise to her - all homage for her sensitive rendering of

1

1|

this role. Mary Britton Miller

I SYMPBOfflE PASTORALE Based on Andre Gide*s story "La Symphonic Pastorale1
^

adapted by Jean Delannoy and Jean Aurenohei music by Georges Auric i dir-
oeted by Jean Delannoy. A Pathe Cinema production released by Films lu-

sternational of America. Cast* Gertrude, Mlchele Morgan; The Pastor,
Pierre Blanchari Amelle, Line Iforo; Ca stera n, Louvignyj Jaoques, Jean
Desailly; Plette, Andree Clement; Charlotte, Rosini Luguet.

Symphonic Pastorale is a memorable film, for it reveals the mind of
Gide for the first time on the screen and gives Miohele Morgan one of her
most satisfying roles. Some may question Pierre Blanohar's interpreta-
tion as the obsessed mountain pastor; among the six other principal per-
formers only Mile. Morgan seems completely right, in her portrayal of
his blind ward whose restored sight precipitates the harshly tragi© elid-

ing of the film. The character-acting of Louvigny adds a rewarding and
oonsumately Gallic touch to the casting.

The story does not hold together as it should, for the suicide of
the heroine seems a device not entirely in keeping with the often repe-

y"

titious and artificial emotional convolutions of the plot. More unifying
r than the elements of overweening jealousy and annihilated love are the

|

Alpine backgrounds, superbly and portentously photographed to add to the
| converging moods of the script.

! Technically the film leaves little to be desired, the production
having been photographed in the Swiss Alps as well as on sound stages in

^Paris. John B. Turner

*
THB RED SHOES Original screen play by Emrio Pressburger; produced and
directed by Michael Powell and Emrio Pressburger. Eagle-Lion. Castt
Boris Lermontov, Anton Wa lbrook; Julian Craster, Marions Goring; Victoria
Page, Moira Shearer; Grisha, Leonide Masslno; B'oris, Albert Bassermann.

A little motion picture history and a great deal of human happiness
are made by The Red Shoes, the first full-length ballet ever choreographed—
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expressly for the screen. The body's mute graces have never been de-
ployed amid light and sound and synfcol so creatively. For the direc-

tors* Michael Powell and Emrio Pressburger, have multiplied the inti-
mations and inspirations that come to us from the necromancies of dancers
musicians , set and costume designers , stage directors and choreographer.
They have done so by using the camera to couple what the unaided eye and
imagination might leave disparate. The result is an esthetic experience
of a new kind*

To whom should the credit for this felicity got To Leonide ifessine

of course* Did he not originate the choreography, and thereby put Hans

Christian Anderson1 s little fable into the reportory of all future bal-
let? Isn't his own dancing perfection? Didn't his abounding vitality
infect and heighten everybody, including the featured ballerina, twenty-
one-year-old Moira Shearer? Yes, all this is surely true. And more *

his genius has triumphed even over the story. Of this story - an im-
pressario gets jealous when the ballerina falls in love with the young
composer - all that need be said is that though it is haokneyed, un-
believable, and an hour too long, it cannot destroy the joy we have had
from this Technicolor version of Ma seine 1 a ballet. Henry Bart

\

J
JUNGLE PATROL Screen play by Francis Swanni produced by Frank Seltzer*
directed by Joe Newman. Twentieth Century-Fox. Castt Jean, Kristins
Miller § Mace, Arthur Ransaj Skipper, Ross Ford; gaua, Tom Noonan.

It is all too easy to shrug off a B ploture. Produced on a tight
budget, unprotected by expensive advertising, the films generally have

to shift for themselves on the lower half of a double bill. And yet it
must be admitted that something worthwhile does occasionally emerge.
After all, economy can be a virtue.

Jungle Patrol proves this in a way. For an A picture, its story
would be at the very least unusual. A group of fliers in Hew Guinea is ^ *

disturbed to find that the score-board is becoming lop-sidedt They have <»

downed over a hundred Jap planes, their own losses are zero. "Do you
suppose it's like in Death Takes A Holiday?* muses one of the men. The
answer is no, for after the effects of this unexpected lease on life on
the men have been studied, the entire oast is killed off in one morning &k
of combat.

J*,

And the handling is as unusual as the story. Stock shots record
fighter plane ascents and landings! the air fights themselves, however -
which might have been the whole raison d'etre of a more elaborate produo*
tion - are narrated through a loud-speaker hooked in to the planes' inter *

corns. Obviously financial considerations here directed the technique, * %
but the effect is to foroe the camera to record the men's reactions to
the engagements rather than simply photographing the action Itself, thus

8
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concentrating on the central Idea of the story. Through this device,

sound stripped of visuals emerges as the important element of film ac-

tion. As such, it proves more dramatie and exciting not only than the

i customary dialogue accompanied by close-ups of actors* heads, but even
more exciting than visual action itself*

The writing throughout is intelligent, intent on creating charac-
ters rather than bright lines. The oast gives quite a good account of
itself, with Arthur Franz and Gens Reynolds outstanding, Kristine Miller,

as a stranded USO entertainer, perhaps best typifies the entire produc-

tion* She has no particular personal qualifications, yet her very ap-
pearance and manner complement the part she plays. Jungle Patrol, also
irithout any particular qualifications, suggests that an intelligent and
absorbing film can be made for considerably less than a million dollars*
Arthur Knight

THE SECRET LAND Produced by Orville 0, Dull; photographed by Navy,

Iferine Corps, Coast Guard and Army cameramen; commentary by Capt, Harvey
S, Ha islip and Com. William C, Park, spoken by Robert Montgomery, Robert
Taylor, "Van Heflin; music by Bronislau Xaper. Metro-Goldwyn-l&yer.
Starring the men and ships of the United States Navy,

Here is at least one sword which has been beaten into a plough-
share. Using the technique of the wartime campaign films, the Havy has
produced a film record of Admiral Richard B, Byrd's most recent expedi-
tion to Antarola which stands with the great war documentaries as a
thrilling camera achievement. Not alone because the expedition itself
was a thrilling and heroic feat. Secret Land is final evidence, if more
were needed, that the camera Is the most vivid story-telling medium man
has invented since primitive times, Bothing here has been invented or
re-staged. It is a straightforward record of what happened to the men of
the expedition from the time they left until the time they returned. But
the cameramen and their alter egoes the cutters have given the staff of
life the shape of drama, and - very often - the feel of poetry.

The perils and hardships of breaking through the ice paok to get to
the open water next to the Antarctic continents the re-discovery of the
lost site of "Little America"; the setting up of an air-field in the snowy
Wastes - and finally the grand survey of unknown Antarctica from the air,
and the bursting upon human vision for the first time of that strange

,
pocket of warm land and water hidden in the midst of the frozen continent,

Jffe see it, you and I, just as the fliers who found it saw it, for it was
u,recorded by their camera as it loomed up beneath then. It is like being
there yourself. It is like standing silent upon a peak in Darlen, It
ffaas in it all the elemental appeal that voyages of discovery have always

i

(continued on page 26)



THE NEW MOVIES Selected by the
Review Committee

The Review Committee of approximately 300 trained volunteer! re-
presents an impartial public response to films* Members preview films
and seleot those whioh have good entertainment value. The reviews re-
flect their opinions as expressed on ballot and in discussion*

Pictures are recommended for (m) adults above 18; (f) general
audiences from the age of 12 j (j) children under 12} () designates
especially recommended. The Schools Motion Picture Committee (SMPC),

composed of members with school-age children, reoommends films with
special interest or value to age groups 8-14 and 12-14

SELEC TED FEATURES

THE ACCUSED Loretta Young* Robert Cunnings, Wendell Corey. Screen 3

play by Ketti Fringe based on a novel by Jane Truesdell. Directed by
William Dieterle. Bare. Murder in self-defense is justified In this
adroitly staged story of a female psychology professor who kills a per-
verse young student when he attempts to assault her. The youth* s guar-
dian, a lawyer, from his knowledge of the boy's nature, together with
the circumstances of his death, is satisfied when the coroner's jury
hands in a verdict of death by accident. A lieutenant of the Homicide
Squad thinks otherwise. lawyer and detective become friends and both
see much of the professor. The woman is a natch for both, her charm
captivating the lawyer, her wits always one step ahead of the detective,
through inevitably he catches up with her. A carefully wrought, Intel-
ligent film of absorbing interest. The ethics of its final resolution \

may be questionable} its ability to entertain is unquestionable. M
BLOOD ON THE MOOH Robert Mitohum, Barbara Bel Geddes. Screen

play by Lillie flsiyward, ft-om a novel by Luke Short. Directed by Robert
Wise. RKO. This Western made with the skill and care usually reserved
for high drama, builds tension and excitement out of the materials of th
Old West as it actually existed, not as fiction! red today. It centers
around a "range war 11 between cattlemen and homesteaders, peaceful neigh-
bors until set at odds through a conspiracy between a cattle oontraotor
and an Indian agent. It gives instructive insight into the unorthodox
way in whioh the West was built. Robert Mitohum delivers a vigorous,
compelling performance, with able support from Robert Preston, Barbara
Bel Geddes and Baiter Breman. F SMPC 12-14

THE CHIPS ARE DOOT Mioheline Preale, Maroel Pagliero. Directed I

Jean Delazmoy. I.E. Lopert. Adapted by Jean Paul Sartre from his Exis-
tentialist novel, "Les Jeus Sent Paits", this film exhibits all the more %

controversial points of the Existentialist creed. It begins with a now
idea - that the dead of all the centuries are in our midst, looking on u



as we go about our daily concerns. Tiro newcomers to death are ethereally
attraoted to one another and are given a chance to go baok to life for
twenty-four hours, during whioh they must prove they were made for each
other. But Bve , » oonoern for her sister • s happiness and Pierre 1 a absorp-

tion in revolutionary activities get between them and their love* H.
Sartre believes that human beings can find meaning only within themselves,

land his story is a parable to that effect. There are times when his
living characters seem almost as dead as the dead, and the picture itself
dead at the center© It is, however, one of the few intellectual exercises

in film form, and will be rapturously received by Existentialists. French
with English sub-titles. If

DULCIMER STREET Richard Attenborough, A lastair Sim. From the novel

by Norman Collins. Directed by Sidney Gilliat. Univ-Xnt. On Christ-
mas Eve 1938, the fateful pre-war year in London, we look in on the fiat-
dwellers and lodgers at 10 Dulcimer Street, with all their fancies and
frailtie8. When an aoousation of murder is brought against one, a young
man not adverse to committing a minor unlawful offense to get what he
wants, all are involved through the months of trial. When this becomes
*a cause" satiric treatment is employed, however emphasis is ohiefly on
the characterizations whioh are excellent throughout. British produc-
tion. M

EVERY GIRL SHOULD BE MARRIED Cary Grant, Betsy Drake. Screen
play by Steven Morehouse Avery and Don Ifertman, based on a story by

,
Eleanor Harris. Music by Leigh Harline. Directed by Don bartrain. RKO.
The difficulties of oatoning a husband but the helplessness of the male
before a determined female advance are here set forth. A salesgirl in
an exclusive shop decides to have a successful pediatrician for her very
own. The comedy of her systematic chase and his desperate attempt to
escape runs along in amusing competence to a surprise ending. Betsy

y, Drake is lovely to look at and charming enough to make it convincing that
| old hands like Cary Grant and Franohot Tone would fall for her, in spite

jj
of her schoolgirl-crush tactics. F

THE GAY AMIGO Duncan Renaldo, Leo Carillo. Original screen play
by Doris Sohroeder. Directed by Wallaoe Fox. UA. The Cisoo Kid and his
oomio side-partner pit their wits against cavalry sergeant Joe Sawyer in
a successful attempt to convince the army that Mexicans are not respon-
sible for a series of border raids and hold-ups. A smooth, fast, intel-
ligent Western whioh is rather hard on the Gringos. F

i *HE WALKED BY NIGHT Richard Basehart, Soott Brady* Screen play by
JJohn C. Higgins and Crane Wilburs story by Crane Wilbur. Tlusio by Leonid
fl
Raab. Directed by Alfred Worker. The impressive resources of the Los

^Angeles polioe department are used in this oase history of the capture of
an extraordinary criminal. The film is made in semi-documentary fashion,
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with commendable honesty and laok of sensationalism. A polio©man is she

and the Homioide Bureau has only his dying murmur that his murderer look
like a nice boy as a basis £or a manhunt. Gradually the killer's passioi

for electronics links him with other orimes and he is finally run to ear
The procedures followed with eaoh tiny olue and the subsequent deduotloc

form a process as absorbing as it is exoiting. Richard Basehart gives a

unglamorised picture of the egocentric menace, and the quiet people , bot
citizens and officials, who capture him are equally intelligent and con-

vincing. F SMPC 12-14

JUKE BRIDE Bette Davis, Robert Montgomery. Screen play by Ranald
MaoDougall, based on a play by Eileen Tighe and Graeme Larimer. Music b

David Buttolph. Directed by Bretaigne Wingust. Viarner. The terribly
ohi-ohi editor of a home journal featuring a Life in America series, oom
with her staff for a week's revamping of an Indiana home. This overhaul

ing of figures and furnishings is to be crowned by the marriage of one o

the daughters. Revolutionising the household in the "MoKlnley Stinker"

and some romantic mixups, which include the acid love affair of the edi-

tor with her ohief writer, take in a broad range of bright comedy. A
smart oast handles it with east. F

KISS THE BLOOD OFF MY HANDS Joan Fontaine, Burt Lancaster. Scree

play by Leonardo Beroovioi from the novel by Gerald Butler. Musio by
Miklos Rossa. Directed by Norman Foster. Univ-Int. War brings ruin
to men and cities, but cities are easier to rebuild, says the foreword.
Tears in a &sl concentration camp leave a young Canadian without any
moral sense and subject to bursts of uncontrollable rage. One night in
a London pub he kills a man, and the bar-fly who is the only witness
blackmails him. A girl is the good opposed to this evil, and the two
forces battle for the veteran through considerable violence to the un-
resolved ending. Burt Lancaster has a convincing honesty that shows up
well against the over-acting of the others. A theatrical underscoring
of camera effects, musio and directorial touches heightens the melodramt
and puts the theme of regeneration into second place. M

HO MIflOR VICES Dana Andrews, Lilli Palmer. Original screen play,
by Arnold Uanoff . Music by Franz Hajman. Directed by Lewis Milestone.
M-G-M. Piqued when a successful pediatrician presumes to judge his wa;

of life and one of his paintings, an artist retaliates by showing up hit

critio as a smug martinet, ohanging the unhappy manv s complacency into
out-of-ha nd self-questioning and jealousy. The mischief proceeds chief]

in long stretohes of talk, and long stretches of thinking audible only i

the audience. A more obvious stuffed shirt than Dana Andrews would havt

been a better oholce as the shaken husband. But Lilli Palmer and Louis
Jourdan fit themselves into the high comedy and frolic through its mad
situations and clever lines. M
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QUE NIGHT WITH YOU !&no Martini* Patricia Roe. Soreen play by C,

Brahms and S.J. Simon, from the original story by C.L. Bragaglia. Mus io

;ay lumbert Williamson. Directed by Shaun Terence Young, Univ-Int, A
singing star reporting for a new film and an English girl being taken by
ler father to an unwanted fiance fail to catch their trains after a stop-

Dver in an Italian town and are stranded until next morning without money,

papers, or luggage, A night of music and mildly comic adventure ensues,

is the pair sing for their supper and shelter. Stirring up the gentle

romantic air of the piece is a vigorous burlesque on movie making and
novie makers, including a funny pantomime bit by Stanley Holloway, foroed

fl

to briefly impersonate the tenor in various operatio roles* F SMPC 12-14

THE PALEFACE Bob Hope, Jane Russell, Original screen play by
"Edmund Eartman ai2f Frank lashlin. Soore by Viotor Young, Directed by
Gorman Z, MoLeon. Para, The government sends Calamity Jane Russell to
find out who* 8 running rifles to the Indians, in this Hope version of a
tale of the old West, On the way she pioks up Bob, a traveling dentist
>nd the pair sail through awe-inspiring dangers to a triumphant climax,
i whole-hearted spoofing of traditional Western situations makes up most
)f the plentiful accompanying gags, liberally spiced up with humor of
«Iope v 8 particular brand, that sometimes gets pretty thin and occasionally
lore riotous than funny. There are two good songs by Jay Livingstone and
&y Evans, Teohnioolor. F. SMPC 8-14

PAROUS, IflC* Michael O'Shea, Turhan Bey, Evelyn Ankers, Original
icreen play by Sherman L, Lowe, Directed by Alfred Zeis ler* E-L, The
ivil of unwisely given or fraudulently obtained paroles is theme of this
rell-paoed though obvious melodrama. Action comes from the investigation
y a Federal agent who, pretending to be a bank robber, mingles with sus-
eots whose head is a shrewd, svelte young woman, her ohlef confederate
lawyer. Between them a highly profitable racket is pursued ruthlessly.

Gradually the agent collects evidence and finally with considerable in-
genuity traps them all, F

THE PLUNDERERS Rod Cameron, Ilona Ifessey, Screen play by Gerald
eraghty and Gerald Adams j based on an original story by James Edward
pant. Directed by Joe Kane, Republic, In the Wyoming of the •TOs
Xjtageooaoh holdups and other robberies endanger life and property, A
^•ewoomer arrives apparently as free with the gun as any of the local bad
en. In reality he is an army officer playing a part to find the king-

pin. He succeeds in this and in directing a stockade fight against the
jjarrlng Indians, at the same time changing his ideas about marrying when
>rte meets a blond singer. There is enough fighting, shooting, and chasing
l |o please the fan, with more plot than in many westerns, F

THE RETURN OF OCTOBER Glenn Ford, Terry Moore, Soreen play by
e1vin Frank and Norman Panama , from a story by Connie Lee and Karen



DeBolfe* Directed by Joseph H. Lewis* Col* A novel twist gives ir>-

terest to an elaborate film whioh is yet reminisoent of one or two other

t

notably Here Comes Mr. Jordan* Race traok tout James Gleason wants above

all things to win the Derby, and says that if he ever "comes back* after
death, it will be in the form of a horse* His nieoe Terry believe all
this and it isn't long after he dies before she has found him reincarnate

<

In the horse October* The rest of the film centers round her efforts to
buy October and run him in the Derby* Teohnicolor. F*

ROGUE'S REG1MBNT Dick Powell, Vincent Price. Screen play by Rcfoai

Florey. Univ-Int. Mr. Powell, in his tough-guy inoarnation, is this

time a U.S. Army agent detailed to traok down a top ?fezi and bring him
to Nuremberg for trial. The trail leads to Indo—China, where many Genoa
ex-soldiers are being allowed by the French to enlist in the Foreign Le-
gion to fight the Viet-Ibm revolutionists, said to be financed and sup-
plied from Moscow. After this topical - and controversial - beginning,
the picture slides into the familiar grooves of secret-agent melodrama.
In spite of the let-down, the picture has many points of interests brill
liant performances by Richard Loo and Stephen Ifo&lly as the revolution*
leader and the top Jfezi, and a guerrilla ambush staged with care and
clarity. F.

RUSTY LEADS THE MY Ted Donaldson, Sharyn Moffett. Screen play 1

by Arthur Ross, story by Nedriok Young. Dlreoted by Will Jason. Col.
Sudden blindness causes a small girl to withdraw from all her usual ac-
tivities, and become completely dependent on her widowed mother, llien

her inability to care for herself makes it probable that she'll be sent
to a state institution for the blind, young Danny and his dog Rusty take

over and get her straightened out. There is a good presentation of the $

deeply disturbed child's insecurity and distrust, all too readily dis-
posed of to settle the plot. Danny, too, has an adjustment to make, in
a rebellion against parental authority. Both problems deserve deeper
treatment than they get. F.

A SONG IS BORH Danny Kaye. Virginia Mayo. Story by Thomas Monroe
and Billy Wilder. Directed by Howard Ifawks. RKO. To the three B»s, '

Bach, Beethoven and Brahms, is added a fourth "boogie-woogie", when aeve

professors nearlag the completion of a long history of musio discover
jasz. The youngest of the group, Danny Kaye, goes "out into the world" '

to study this new rhythm and learns something of love as well when he ei

counters a blues singer "Honey". She offers to collaborate for reasons
of her own connected with an aooused gangster in hiding. Some may miss 1

the known, others may like the different Danny Kaye, but all will get a
full course in <fese with such contributors as Benny Goodman, Tommy Dorse

Louis Armstrong, Mel Powell, the Golden Gate Quartet, etc. Technicolor.



UNFAITHFULLY YOURS Rex Harrison* Linda Darnell. Original screen
\\ play by Preston Sturges, Musical direction by Alfred lifewman. Directed

H by Preston Sturges. Fox. Sturges the writer offers the original out-
rageously comic material that exactly suits Sturges the director and pro-
ducer. A great conductor suspects that there's an affair going on be-

st tween his wife and his secretary. During the three numbers he conducts
i at a concert (Rossini's wSemiramiden overture; the Tannhauser Venusberg

|

music and the overture to 11Francesea da Rimini") he imagines himself

jj
carrying out three sorts of revenge* each conditioned by the character

of the music His attempts later to reenaot these plans in actuality
result in a melee of sophisticated slapstick. A little too wordy, its
slapstiok a little too prolonged, the film nevertheless has moments of
{Sturges at his funniest. The score and its performance are worthy of a

separate hearing* M.

THE UNTAMED BREED Sonny Tufts, Barbara Britton* Based upon a
I Saturday Evening Post story by Eli Colter. Directed by Charles Lament.
i Col. It takes a wild horse to catch a wild bull and it takes Sunny Tufts
si a wrangler from Texas, to tame the superb animal for this exciting feat.

But before it's accomplished there is plenty of fist-fighting, as the
wrangler la not very popular when the bull he had had brought to Okla*
noma from Texas for breeding escapes and does a lot of damage and, too,
there's rivalry over a girl. Cineoolor. F.

VALIANT HOMBRE Duncan Renaldo, Leo Carillo. Original screen play
by Adele Burrington. Directed by v&llaee Fox. UA. Duncan Renaldo spouts
Latin philosophy as he oombats border crime with the aid of his dim-
witted assistant. The film is competent and unusually equipped with hu-
man touches. It will please juvenile audiences, especially boys. F.

WHEN MY BABY SMILES AT ME Betty Grable, Dan Dailey. Soreen play
by Lamar Trotti, from a play by George Hanker Batters and Arthur Hopkins*
Directed by Walter lang. Fox. Burlesque in the 1920s is a solid foun-
dation for a musical, but the story whioh goes with it here makes a film

^ that is more than a succession of well-staged production numbers. The

I

irresponsible husband in a burlesque team lets his weakness for drink and

9 pretty girls estrange him from his wife. An ordinary story line of fall
and rise unexpectedly becomes a moving study of married partnership,
thanks to the Dailey characterization. On- and back-stage burlesque

21
shows up with a reasonable suggestion of its broad humor, through good

i

musical stretches with the stars and the convincing support of June Havoc,

, i
Jaok Oakie and Jimmy lea son* M.

I

YOU GOTTA. STAY HAPPY Joan Fontaine, James Stewart. Soreen play by
i(| Karl Tunberg from the serial by Robert Carson. Music by Daniele Amfi-
,
theatrof. Directed by H.C. Potter. Univ-Int. Plushy fixing up has
been given the stury of the spoiled rich girl who sets her heart on having

16



the hardworking young man who is indifferent to her charms. Fleeing a

just-married husband, she makes a transcontinental flight with a load of

fish, an embezzler, a corpse, a oigar smoking chimpanzee and a pair of
honeymooners - wrecking Jimmy's air line in the process* But with her
eighty million dollars, whioh will buy lots of four engined planes, she

gets her man and a happy ending. Knowingly put together, with people

like Percy Kilbride and Eddie Albert in the supporting oast, this turns

out to be lively stuff, the smoothest sort of esoapest film. F.

SELECTED SHORT SUBJECTS - 1 reel unless otherwise indicated

ACROBATIC BABIES Strenuous exercises are curative and a lot of fun for
youngsters from 7 months to teen-age, under the supervision of an under-
standing specialist. World of Sports; Col. F. SMPC 8-14

THE ACROBATIC ILLINIS Gymnastics on the University of Illinois campus,
ending with an exhibition by a visiting group of trapeze artists, shown
largely in slow motion. Sportlightt Para. F. SMPC 8-14

THE BOWLING ALLEY CAT Tom Cat and Jerry Mouse carry on their feud with
a long ohase in a bowling alley. Technicolor Oartooni M-G-M. F.

BUDDY RICHf S ORCHESTRA First-class drumming, tap-dancing by Louis da

Pron, and the amusing novelty song "Ho Nickel". Ifeme Band Musi oa 1st
Univ-Int. F.

CANDID M3ER0PH)NB Series I, #1 Listener-in on the reactions of the un-
wary described by the interviewer with his victims, a sidewalk salesman,
barbershop patron and airplane ticket buyer. Col. F. SMPC 12-14

CAPE BRETON ISLAND Nova Scotian landmarks, the beauties of the Cabot
Trail, and something of local industries. Technicolor. Fit zPatrick
Traveltalk* M-G-M. F. SMPC 8-14

CHICAGO THE BEAUTIFUL Architectural highlights, lake side amusements,
statistics on how big the city is. Technicolor. FitzPatriok Travolta lb"
M-G-M. P.

A CHRISTMAS DREAM The old rag doll is tossed aside when the little_girl
sees her new Christmas toys, but as she sleeps he dances for her and winrn
back his place. The charm of the dancing puppet more than compensates r

j;

for spotty camera work in this Czeoh made film. Univ-Int. F. SMPC 8-14

F003BALL FINESSE Supervised workouts and a game by youngsters make an
attractive introduction to similar activities by the big teams with theii
famous ocaches. Movietone Adventurest Fox. F. SMPC 8-14

FOOTBALL THRILLS #11 Memorable plays of the last ten years, pointed up
with trick photography and snappy oomaentary. Pete Smith Specialty*
M-G-M. F. SMPC 8-14
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FRTE3D OF THE FAMILY Surrey of the giga ntio pet industry of America, wilh
special emphasis on dogs. This Is America: RKO. F. SMPC 8-14

HOLLYWOOD HOLIDAY Glenn Ford flies some Hollywood friends to Double Arrow
Ranch in Montana for fishing. Soreen Snapshots* Col. F.

HOT CROSS BUNNY Bugs refuses to cooperate in a soientifio experiment that
would turn him into a hen* Teohnioolor. Merrie Melodies: Warnar. F.

HOT ROD SPEEDSTERS Ted Basing describes the racing of model toy cars,
midget oars and the rebuilt old models which show such astonishing speed

in the Ma jave Desert. Sportlightt Para. F. SMPC 8-14

LBT fS SIMG A STEPHEN FOSTER SOUS Swanee River, Uy Old Kentuoky Home,
Beautiful Dreamer and Camptown Haoes are presented with bits of their
history. Memories from Melody lanes Earner. F.

MARCH OF TIS3B ^14 (14th series) "Life Tilth Grandpa 11 - Old age in the
United States in its distressing and happy aspects, with some of the solu-
tions offered by private and government agencies for its problems of un-
employment and dependence. Fox. F. SMPC 12-14

MARCH OF TIME #15 (14th series) "Battle for Germany" - Conditions in pre-
sent day Germany and the problems they present to the Western powers. A
day In the life of a middle class Frankfurt family exemplifies the situa-
tion and the viewpoint of the average German citizen. Fox. F.

MARCH OF TIME #16 (14th series) "America f s Nmt Air Power" - A complete if
sketchy survey of the attempt to bring American air strength up to its
new goals, with emphasis on the latest developments in fighting aircraft.
Fox. F. SMPC 12-14

?&RTIN BLOCK'S MERRY-GO-ROUND #4 Les Brown and his men in Swamp Fire,
Sentimental Journey and the Mexican Hit Danoe. Virginia O fBrien, guest
star, sings Carry Me Back to Old Virginny in typical dead pan fashion*

tf

tt-G-M. F.

MICKEY'S SEAL A baby seal follows Mickey home and prefers a bathtub to
the park pool. Technicolor. Disney Cartoon: RKO. F. SMPC 8-14

gMIGHTY MOUSE IN THE MYSTERIOUS S TEATIGER Oil Can Harry 1 s unscrupulous ef-
forts to get Little Nell, trapeze artiste of a oountry circus, are foiled

[
by Mighty Mouse. Teohnioolor. Terrytoom Fox. F.

MIGHTY MOUSE IN TRIPLE TROUBLE Mighty Mouse in an amusing burlesque of
1^ serial technique. Technicolor. Terrytoom Fox. F.

»THE MILKY WAY When the three little kittens who lost their mittens are
sent supperless to bed, they take a trip to the Mildy Way that will de-
light youngsters everywhere. Teohnioolor Cartoon: M-G-M. F. SMPC 8-14

THE MITE SfoKBS RIGHT Tom Thumb never grows big but he believes do what
you can with what you have and tries to be helpful. Polaoolor. Noveltooni
Para, F# 27



MR GROUNDLING TAK3S THE AIR With misgivings Mr, Groundling enfcarks on -

his maiden plane trip, but his comfortable flight from LaGuardia airport

to Chicago makes him a oonvert. Pacemaker: Para, F. SMPC 8-14

A mTION ON SKIS How the Horwegians use their skis for travel and sporta

work-out of a olass of youngsters and speotaoular jumping are highlights,

Technicolor. Sports Parade: Warner. F. SMPC 8-14

OLYMPIC MTER WIZARDS America's finest women swimmers show speoial

strokes in speed and" "slow motion. Sports Review: Fox. F. SMPC 8-14

THE PEST THAT CAME TO DINNER Untouched by the most drastic exterminating

jyea^enis, Pierre the termite eats Porky Pig out of house and home.

Technicolor. Looney Tunes: T&rner. F.

PUYFUL PELICAN A baby pelican allows a frog and jumps all over the 1

place until *kma oomes to the rescue. iAnt* oartune: Tft. F. SMPC 8-l>.

PLAYTIME IN RIO Favorite Brazilian sporta, dosing with the speoial ath

letio training 'given the polioe. Technicolor. Sports Parade: Earner,
;

P. SMPC 8-14

PORTRA IT OF TIL2 WEST The deserts, mountain lakes, ghost towns and dude

ranohes oi ifevada'^ Technicolor. Movietone Adventure: Fox. F. SMPC *

QUEEN OF SPORTS Bill Stern shows Babe Didrikson's right to the title,

going tack to her athletio debut in 1930, and emphasising her reoent tri

umphs as a golfer. World of Sports: Col. F. SMPC 8-14

THE RACE RIDER The long apparentioeship as stable boy and bug rider, ar

the arduous daily training that lies behind a jookey's oareer. Techni-

color. Sports Parade: Warner. F. SMPC 8-14

READ IN*. ,RITIN AND ,RYTHMET3D All the animals go to sohool and when tt

get restless tea oher has them sing Sohool Days, Sohool Days. Polaeolor.

Screen Song: Para. F.

ROBIN HOODWINKED Popeye^ girl is barmaid at an inn frequented by Robii
|

Hood and his vassals. The highwayman abduots her and Popeye, accoutred i

the style of Robin Hood, goes to her rescue. Polaoolor. Cartoon: Paw*

STARS TO REMEMBER Glimpses of stars of 20 and 50 years ago. Mary Piokli

Douglas Fairbanks, Will Rogers and others. Screen Snapshots: Col. F. A

SEA SALTS Domld Duck and a pal as old seafaring men. Disney Cartoon*

RKO. F. SMPC 8-14

THE SHELL SHOCKED EGG Adventures of a turtle egg that leaves its nest,

lis rescue through the frantic efforts of its mother and a melodious tr:d

of brothers. Technicolor. Looney Tunes: Turner. F. SMPC 8-14

SO YOU ViAIIT TO BE A DETECTIVE As private eye Philip Snarlowe, Joe givei i

fairly accurate idea of what goes on in the tough whodunits. Joe MoDoa •

Comedies: Warner 9 F. 18



ONES OF THE SEASONS Songs adapted to the four seasons, inoludii^ Shine
n Harvest Moon, Winter ?fonderland, Singin' In the Rain, and In the Good

Old Summertime* Sing and Be Happy Series* TJr&v-Int, F.

t
BOUVENIR OF D&ATH Autobiography of a Gerasan automatic, war trophy of an
American soldier/ starting its destructive career in the hands of children
jat play and ending up in a gangster's hold-up. Made at the request of the

International Association of Chiefs of Police, to point out the dangers of
[these weapons, so easily available in cany veterans ' homes* Passing
Parade* M-G-ff, F. SMPC 12-14

'

SPimCH T75 HAMBURGER Popeye's nephews prefer Wimpy f s hamburger joint to
their Uncle's spinach emporium, but only by eating spinach can they grow
strong enough to elude his supervision* Cartoon: Para* F« SMPC 8-14

STRIKES TO SPARE American bowling, including thrilling stunts by experts*
Sportsoope: RKO. F. SUPC 8-14

TEXAS REDHEADS Duck hunting on the inland ponds in the citrus belt of
frexas. Sportscopet RKO, F. SICPC 12-14

TOuSCAL OCCUPATIONS L7-6 Graham Dale's *eggatoons* , caricatures of oele-
•brities painted on eggshells; Engineer Kauftaan makes a miniature locomo-
tive ; Philip Long creates women's hats out of pipe cleaners} Los Angeles
Jfpilots experiment with midget planes weighing 500 lbs. Magnaoolor. Para# F

P3PSUAL PCCUPAT10IB L8-1 An Apache who teaohes old ceremonial dances to
he children of his tribe; Mrs. Martin who runs the nursery at the Bronx
oo; a bandleader who furnishes his man with glass instruments* Magnacolor
ra. F. SMPC 8-14

aiTHE YEAR ROUH) The Kings Men in I'm Always Chasing Rainbows, Shade of the
i Did Apple Tree, Moonlight Bay and Jingle Bells. Crude illustrative car-
toons are a drawback to this good audience sing* Sing and Be Happyt Univ-

F.

J?
OTJ CAN'T WIS Dave O'Brien shows the average man in a slapstiok battle
th every day annoyanoes - an insurance salesman, a lighter, oarwashing

and hanging a hammock, Pete Smith Specialty* M-G-M. F. SMPC 8-14

ypty WERE NEVER DUCKIER Daffy Duck, disguised as a rooster to win the prise
it the Poultry Show, has his plans upset by Henery, the tiny ohioken-hawk.
Technicolor, Merrie Melodies* Earner. F«

SELECTED NO^"THEATRICAL FILMS

i DAY TvITH ENGLISH CHILDREN Daily routine of two boys from a middle class
family in Bath provides a way for American youngsters to see that at home,
aohool and sports, people of the two countries are much alike. Minor dif-
ferences add interest to a film that has a place in juvenile or adult study
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of international relations. Black and white or oolor. 16mm sound. Coro

net Films, Chicago 1. P. SMPC 8-14

T&PjSTRISS VISIT AMERICA A camera record, in excellent oolor of

the tapestries which the French government sent to this country last year ,

as a eood will gesture. These matchlessly beautiful works of art include ;

"The Apocalypse", "The Coronation of Clovis and the Siege of Scissor",

the exquisite and breathtaking "lady TTith the Unicorn-, and te/o contem- T

porary tapestries, "Theseus and the Minotaur" by Marc Saint-Saens, and .

"Man11 by Jean Lurcat. It is unique experience to view these magnifioent
j.

creations as narration explains their theme against an early French music

background. Produced by Falcon Films. 2 rls. 16mm sound. A.F. Films,

1600 Broadway, Sew York 19. F. SMPC 12-14

MY mME IS HAN A Chinese farmer returning to his war-ravaged home and

fields finds kis religion of work a poor support for the burdens he must :

:

oarry. When in the moment of his deepest trouble his Christian neighbor^

unite to help him, he turns to the church that inspires them to suoh sell

lessness, as well as guiding them in their daily difficulties. Lfede in

China with a Chinese oast by the Protestant Film Commission, the film's

pictorial appeal is considerable; a Norman Lloyd score adds to its at-

tractiveness. The simple handling of the theme, the fresh picture of th<

place of the Christian mission in the life of the Chinese peasant, will

interest many besides the religious groups to whom it is directed. 16mm

sound. Religious Film Assoc., 45 Astor Plaoe, New York 3.

PSIPIHS FAMILY The life of a Chinese upper middle class Chinese ^^ly*

serene on ike surface, but deeply troubled by current conditions. This

family wants above all to educate its children to the task of building a

new nation. But before this can be aooomplished, its eoonomio position

ruined, the family may be destroyed as a unit and face actual starvation

The social forces which have brought about this predicament are shown on.

in their impact on these individuals, but they are implicit in all that

happens, and relate so directly to current headlines that the film shoulr

by dearly comprehensible, and strikingly useful for disoussion groups a

well as classrooms. Screen play by Basil Babayea. Directed by William

James. 2 rls. 16mm sound. International Film Foundation, 1600 Broadway.

New York 19.

WE GO TO SCHOOL Designed to introduce the pre-school child to his first

experience of kindergarten and to help him adjust to his new environment

Subtly and at the same time warmly, he is given his welcome and speedily

absorbed into the routine. The accompanying voioe is on the goody-goody

side, but on the whole not inappropriately, and the spontaneity of the

children and their doings is highly effective. Coronet Instructional

Films, Chicago 1. F.
(continued on page 26;
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MOVIES BI EUROPE
by Bettina Gunozy

"Why doesn't-", "I wonder-", "I like-", "If only-", "They should-",
'rhese are beginnings of sentences heard on a reoent trip to Europe, eaoh
'saving to do with movies. For nearly everyone, everywhere wants to talk
.bout the movies. Knowing this, it seemed more worth while and more fun
;oo not to discourage such talk, but rather let it come as it would# And
'rom embarking to disembarking there was plenty. Of oourse, on the ship
.t was heightened by the daily showing of films.

Some of the Hollywood productions shown and some reactions weret
fp In Central Park - prim, childish, not gay; Voice of the Turtle -
;enerally liked; Green Dolphin Street - "no prize*; Another Pa"rtTof the
/orost - French bride asked "What was it all ab out" ;"~The Treasure of

I

ierra ladre - generally praised; Lady From Shanghai - impossible] the

[

hip newspaper announced this was an Orson V.alles film; Good News - foolirfi
ut liked, and the French spoken by Peter Lawford was enjoyed. As it was
French liner, some new French films, naturally, wer© shown, and to the
eneral pleasure of all, Kermesse Heroique and It Happened At the Inn.

}

hese too older films when first shown in 3ew York were given the special
ccolade of the Board's Committee on Exoeptional Motion Pictures, the
ormer is now a classio of the soreen.

Talking of films generally, one Frenchman returning to Franoe after
evera 1 years in the U.S.A., who claimed to see all French and lots of
merioan films, summed it up* "I like American films, you don't have to
jtaagine so muoh; at the end of a French film you still don't know what it
as said." A French woman going home after nine months in America said
^he saw four films in "few Yorkt A flight At the Opera, Shoe Shine, To Live
r
n Peaoe , and one Swedish film. She felt French films were not as good
s before the \mr. She did not like Rene Clair 1 s Man About Town , hie com-
mentary on life missing, story keyed for one character; it was Chevalier
(i
ather than Clair.

Americans of every age are articulate about films on land or sea.
me Y/oman, going to visit her foreign correspondent newspaper son in Frame
no avoided misty mornings or sunny afternoons on deck, sessions at the

f

^r or bridge games, said she didn't know how she would be amused if it
^are not for the daily showings of films. I asked, "How did you like to-
dy's?" She replied, "Oh I like them all.* Some people were of the other
ktreme. The wife of a young Harvard instructor said, "I am not going to
9e these films. They will be poor like all Hollywood films are now. I
^nder why they are so poor and why we don't get good piotures like we
3ed to with Greta Garbo and Helen Hayes?" This seemed an unexpected re-
irk for a person obviously in her twenties.
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Talking with two teachers, one remarked, "I sea only good pictures,

and I see them alone for fear my companion might not like what I like*

Recently I saw an 'absolute must 1
, everyone should see it." "what was it

I asked. She answered, "Oh I have forgotten." A few days later we passe

in the companiomay and she said, "I fve thought of it, Blaok Iferoissus ."

About the most lively conversation was with two small boys, traveling to

join their father in Europe, who loved their Saturday westerns and were
distressed they might not see them so far from home.

Not many days later and we were in Paris • Looking only at movie a<f

vertisements, you would almost think you were in an American city. Ther«-

were bright neon signs directing attention tot The Bishop's Wife , The

Hucksters, Gentleman Jim , Broadway Melody , Mrs, Parkington, Dark Passage^
The Ghost and Mrs. lHair J Hellzapopping Welcome Stranger . A particularly
bright one showed a big figure of Jane Russell in The Outlaw. But to
counteract this there was Disney's Bambi , quietly but widely advertised
all the Kiosks. The only one I attended was Star Spangled Rhythm, this
variety full of wartime allusions seemed rather out of place on a 1948
evening. But the audience was kind to it, silent when not amused and
roaring when amused, especially at the slapstick. The waving American
flag in bright technicolor they took quietly and respectfully. This *as'

not my choice but some French friends wanted to see it, and I found it J

interesting for the reactions.

Reactions came not only from this Paris audience, but from talking
with individuals. One business man who had lived for a time in England
and the United States said, "American films are not as good as they were
Why not? There is always the same formula, after five minutes one knows
the endings would like more imagination to match good technical qua litie' •

And I would like to see them without going downtown. They are Tom Mix !

mostly in neighborhood cinemas. My friends ask me why I go so often. If

a fan and I am always hoping to find another picture as good as one I sa i

years ago about two young people lost at Coney Island". He must have i|

seen many in trying to fulfill this wish, for he probably was referring ' x

Lonesome, a Universal picture directed by Paul Fejos and reviewed by the <

Board as an exceptional picture 20 years ago. Here's further proof that;*

some of the pictures turned out through the years are memorable.

Next stop Luxembourg, where I stayed while my husband flew to Ber." *

on business. Wives were not particularly wanted in that shattered oity/p
and anyway, Luxembourg was so very attractive. In spite of its scenic c

tractions, I went to the movies. Of the five theatres, one is The Yank fj

another Victory. Something for the Boys, made in 1944 was showing. Thf !*

fanciful story of army maneuvers was explained by an opening statement ! 1

something like this: In all fairness to the rough and tough American s

dier, we point out that this is a musical comedy and as such hold littl
resemblance to the reality and seriousness of their wartime training pe;

"
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Ilut there would be little misunderstanding of our soldiers in that coun-
try. They are anxious to tell of their affeotion and veneration for the
imerioans, who gave their lives to make possible the great libera tion,

cany thousands of whom are buried in the American cemetery there.

Luxembourg is bi-lingu&l, so all American films had English speech

rith both French and German sub-titles. Did this mix me up I So I just
Listened to the good old American and gave up trying to advance my lan-
guage study. This seems a good place to state how many Europeans told

(
pe they were learning or improving English by going to Movies. One change

(specially noted was a much wider use of English than at our last Euro-
pean visit just before the war. It was understood and spoken by some-
body almost everywhere. But no wonder, for Americans were everywhere,
traveling on leave or on business, getting advertised "quiok lunches 1*,

>hamburgers ,,
, Ifew York or Texas ^specials".

Another picture seen there was Days of Glory. I wondered if this
furopean audience looking at a presentation of Russia's heroio war ef-
fort didn f t feel as I did that the clock was turned back a few years,
tut I guess they didn f t, for it was mostly made up of youngsters. There

us here, as in most European countries, a regulation regarding the admis-
sion of children. Something for the Boya and two French films, one

I
nternal Conflict with Annabella, were marked "Enlants non admis* or
Kinder nioht Eugelassen". So for them it had to be this or Hold That
host with Abbott and Costello, which the boys must have chosen for there
/ere many girl children at Days of Glory. Although it was not forbidden,
It wouldn't say it should have been reoommended for them as they didn't
fern to be having much fun, there was an occasional stir at some aotion,
therwise silence, indicating little interest as youthful audiences go.

How and by whom, I wondered, was this audience rating administered.
> X went to the Ministere de l f Education where the Information could be
©cured, I was told by my cicerone at the tourist office, an effioient
oung man who hopes to be a tourist himself some day in the U.S.A. At

$he Ministry I was graoiously received and making known my wish was es-
corted to the office of Ifaroel Franziskus, chief of the Sohool Film Office,
e seemed pleased to have the question put to him and said there was a

I
ommlssion of five members who looked at all films for the purpose of ar-

,j
iving at the proper classification for those under 16, two from the

ministry of Education, one from the Ministry of Justice, one representing
. he teachers of the country, one from the press. He suggested that we

|
j
peak English as he was going to a UT3ESC0 Conference In Paris shortly
nd wanted as much freshening up as possible. Of course I was relieved.

y
b the teaching film was his special interest, he soon turned to that,

^fhe schools make wide use of films. He spoke somewhat more highly of
Jritish than American teaching films, although he had praise for certain
Encyclopaedia Britanioa subjects. His comments were not only from the



experience of using but from making school films and slides. He asked
if I would like to see examples. Vrtiile he was phoning for them I looked

around the very pleasant office. Although on the ground floor the view
from the wide window was way down, for it was above the 300 ft. gorge
that divides the old and the new oity. Suddenly a basket-like affair

swinging at the end of a rope stopped at the sill. Dr. Pranziskus reaohi

over from his desk and pioked out what had been "delivered*1 from an of-
fice above. What I saw was chiefly about the burial of Gen. Patton in J

the American cemetery. In showing these to the children, and films are
used for those from nine up, all sorts of lessons about the United State

could be taught. This is not confined to the youngsters as evening show

ings for teachers and parents, followed by discussion, are held from tim
to time in the school or other auditoriums.

The next afternoon I had quite a different discussion on films.
Hear me on a park bench was a mother with her baby. Over an English new
paper we got to talking, and when she said she had an 11-year-old son ir
England with her mother while she was living on the continent, I asked
concerning the children 1 s matinees we hear so muoh about. She said,

"Those are just for oity children who have no place to play and must be
taken care of by some outside morning amusement planned for them." Her
family lived away from the city where there was a yard for "playing outr

So, of course, her son would never go into one of the matinees. He migl-

go to a regular afternoon show in the neighborhood. He would read the
newspaper list and pick one he knew he would like. She said she felt
youngsters should be free to choose films, as their choice would usually
be something suitable, with action or animals. His sohool report card
sent to her had read, "shows growing self-reliance" and she said, "I
think choosing his own movies has helped in this,"

Rather a contrast to this conversation was another casual one bri:

ing forth this startling comment: "I have always felt I would like to
marry Robert Young of your

(

American films and also Lauranoe Olivier and
Charles Boyer." Weil, she was at least quite international in her tast
for husbands, but anyone has a right to day dream.

?fest, a quick passage through Switzerland and into Austria. Inoi
dentally, European railroad travel was surprisingly good, that is the

{

trains ran on time over quite respectable road beds, with however, a sL
down often where extensive repairs were going on or a new bridge being .',

built, for railroads and bridges had been strategic bombing targets. T; i

condition and the servioe of the coaches was far below pre-war standard. C

and eating was a problem, the dining oars crowded, and if you didn ft ge, h
an early reservation the food might run out and the oar be closed. If D

you did get in, the food was meager and the coffee, v/hioh is usually ex
s

oellent on diners here, was horrible. Of course it wasn f t real coffee.
However, one time we had a surprise. The steward came down the aisle j 5
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proudly carrying a small can on a tray, followed by a boy with hot water,
and if you assented, for a small extra charge you had something that at
least was a reminder of ooffee at home. Whatever the condition of the
£raia service, the scenery of Austria is so magnificent as to dispel any
isoorafort.

It vas interesting being in an "occupied 11 city as was Vienna, but
It was not so different on the surface for all of that. Occasionally a
bommand car carrying a British, French, Russian and United States armed
soldier could be seen riding around, and there were headquarters of the
*four nations. The USFA was in a large bank building and several lesser

buildings, tfeturally admission was by pass, and to keep out the unautho-
rized a white picket fence ran around the buildings, you couldn't say en-
closed them for it looked very fragile in its new smallness, overshadowed

py the old stone structures. At the gate your pass was inspected by a

irery smart looking soldier. Vienna is full of American officers and busi-
ness men, soldiers and ?&CS, although much of the office work at USFA is

lone by English speaking Viennese. Of course many Americans means many
Mnerioan films. Some showing in the theatres for American personnel were
If Winter Comes, I l&lk Alone, Daisy Kenyon, Cass Timber lane. Those show-
Log in the city theatres were older, mostly made during the war; Bells of
t. Mary's , lira. Minniver, Reap the Wild :,ind, Calcutta , Together Again.
he Viennese knew they were not seeing the latest films, their motion pio-
!re magazines, such as one issue of "Mein Film" I saw, were giving them
advance word about Mourning Becomes Eleotra , Raohel and the Stranger and
iven Joan of Arc. I explained that the tv\ro latter were then not released
In Mew York, and that they would be seeing many fine films in the back-log
Lssembled in the war years. So many people asked me about films, to whioh
she answer could only be given by someone knowing the local situation, that

I went to see the head of the Motion Picture Export Association Vienna of-
fice. Dr. Wolfgang Wolf. I found his office to be in the building the
I'rerma ns had used for film headquarters when they took over Vienna. Our
|j»lk lasted through to mid-day, so his invitation for lunch at the Austro-
.merioan club was accepted, and we were transported in comfort in a staff-

jjjriven limousine, also acquired from the Germans. Dr. Wolf told of the
louble reviews of films for Austria, first by our State Dept. Cultural Af-
*alrs Division, and secondly by American Military Government, Information
Service Bureau. Particular attention is paid to the politioal point of
jdew and to propaganda in the interest of the U.S. As far as Austria it-
Self goes, there is only censorship for juveniles. At present the dif-
^*erex;t provinoes have their own Boards, but the plan is for a single state
C ontrol of this audience rating for those under 16. When asked the effect
if American films, he said there were too many of n secretary marries the
os8n and gangster type. I wondered about this and asked him to name
erne of the most successful and most well liked films seen sinoe the lib-
ration. He replied Seven Sweethearts was one of the first. Others to
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follow were Random Harvest , I&dame Curie, Gaslight, Our Vinos Have Tende

Grapes, Going !ly Vfey* Gold Rush, Sun "Valley Serenade , Hunohbaok of Ifotre

Dame , Keys of the Kingdom, Laura , In these there seems little to suppor
that objection, ^ar films were not liked. That is understandable with
the evidences of war so poignantly present, bombed buildings, including
such structures as the Opera and St, Stephens Cathedral, scant ration ex

oept through the blaok market. One liked was The Sullivans , really not
war picture in the sense of combat, but rather a family-life picture, S

timentality is enjoyed. Social problems are favored, for example How Gr

?ias My Tfelley and The Corn is Green* Theatres run 3 or 4 shows daily,

was confusing to make a date for the movies at 1800 or 2000 o fclock, but
after a bit of finger-figuring I realized that was 6:00 or 8t00 p,m. Th

is some use of theatres at free hours for showing documentaries.

In 1946 the studios were returned to the Austria ns and production
gotten under way, I was told Das Andere iieben was one of the best pro-
duoed. In story it was a kind of feminine Gentleman's Agreement, for it
oonoerns a girl who "loans" her name to a Jewish friend so she may get i

to a hospital, TVhen the latter dies the record shows the girl dead, so
she must take the place of her friend. It makes one hopeful for what is

to come from there.

For the ending to this story I turn from films to music. At a oo
oert of the International Music Festi-val, the Vienna Symphony Orchestra
conducted by Sir Adrian Boult, played the music of Benjamin Britten, Serj

Prokoffeff and Brahms. Among the audience of Viennese musio lovers and
Americans from the Army of Occupation were British and Russian officers
brought together by the musio of their countries, Musio has long been
called a universal language, but to it has been added the motion picture

SECRET LAW (continued from page 9)

held out to men, and women too. It is the motion picture at its most
thrilling and awe-inspiring and, I suspect, at its most humanly useful.

Of the courage, gallantry, and skill of the men who made the expe
dition, and of their leader , I shall say nothing for I hope you will see
them for yourself. But a word must go down for the Navy cameramen who
shared these hazards and doubtless faced some which were uniquely their
own. And anothe word for M-G-M, for the handsome mounting given this
priceless document, including the services of Robert Taylor, Robert Lfont-

gornery, and Van Heflin as commentators. Secret land is an inspiration.
I suspeot its most enthusiastic audienoe will consist of boys. Seeing i

made me feel like a boy again. Riohard Griffith

Ifetional Board of Review 40th ANNIVERSARY CONFERENCE, Iferoh 30th, 1949
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THE NEW MOVIES: Selected by the Committee on Exceptional Films

The Committee reviews films of unusual interest in the development
of the screen. The opinions of the Committee ere combined in impartial
.reviews. Each review is written by a member whose estimate coincides
with the majority vote. Committee : Henry Hart, chairman; James Agee,
Iris Barry, Manny Farber, Ruth K. Friedlich, Robert Giroux, Richard
Griffith, Philip T. Hartung, Hattie S. Heyman, Hermine R. Isaacs, Arthur
Knight, Louis Kronenberger , Norbert Lusk, Mary B. Miller, Frances laylor

! Patter son, John B. Turner, Eda Lou Walton, Frank Ward, Leane Zugsmith.

THE SNAKE PI

T

Screen play by Frank Partos and Millen Brand, from the
novel by Mary Jane Ward. Produced by Anatole Litvak and Robert Bassler;

directed by Mr. Litvak; 20th Cent. -Fox. Cast: Virginia Cunningham ,

Olivia de Ravi Hand; Robert Cunningham , Mark Stevens; Dr. Kik , Leo Genn.

By now this film has achieved national if not global fame, and its

excellence is also being measured in triumphant boxoffice success.
Because of this the reviewer is sorely tempted to turn from the picture
itself and ponder on the professional timidity which insists that serious

films on grim themes cannot reach the mass audience where it lives.

Failure was predicted for The Snake Pit by the dopesters, as failure was

predicted for The lost Weekend . It is the dopesters whose names are

writ on water.

The Snake Pit seems to have achieved its phenomenal success by the

simple expedient of deserving it. Since the subject of psychiatry can-
not be ignored by anyone alive today, Hollywood has treated it many
times before, but treated it as magic or horror or hocus-pocus, treated

it even, in one catastrophic instance, with open ridicule. In this

Hollywood has merely followed a thousand years of literary and theatri-

cal tradition which displayed madmen either as monsters or as figures

of fun. Even Shakespeare is culpable in this regard. With this trad-

ition The Snake Pit makes a clean break. Its women are undeniably,

pitiably mad, some of them hopelessly mad. But they are people, even

i a s you and I

.

In case you hadn't heard, the film has two major statements to make.

It says, first, that the institutions society has set up to accomplish
the cure of the insane are among the major obstacles to that cure. Ibis

is not the fault of the institutional idea, and certainly not that of

harried, underpaid attendants. The fault lies outside the asylums, it

lies with us. What is needed for the proper care of the insane is money,
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and we won't vote the money. That's all. A thousand sermons from as
many pulpits could not make the naked fact clearer, or uglier, than it

is made here. But The Snake Pit is too humane, too reasonable, to blame

even us. It seems to say that our callousness is based on ignorance,
that we just didn't know how our fellow men were being degraded. Well,
we know now.

The film's second thesis is one more familiar: it tells us that
mental disorder has its source in the vulnerable period of early child-
hood and can only be banished by a tragic, a harrowing, an almost un-
bearable remembrance of things past. No film since Pabst's Secrets of
the Soul way back in 1925 has undertaken this quest so objectively, or
recreated the mind's visions so sanely and, one is tempted to hazard,
so scientifically. Packed with emotion fit to tear the heart to tatters,

these scenes are presented with the psychiatrists' inexorable calm. This

balanced approach is a triumph of writing end directorial skill. For

sensationalism, for theatrics, the brilliant craftsmen here involved
have substituted the healing spirit.

"Which brings us to a controversial point in a film whose excellence

is mostly beyond controversy. I do not know whether the device by which
the heroine is restored to sanity is scientifically valid. But it is

morally valid and, I should say, profoundly Christian. Once again sym-

pathy and love, the universal solvents, exalt the human condition. It

is not too much to say that The Snake Pit is conceived in the spirit of

Schweitzer, and seldom if ever has the fellowship of pain been more
strikingly exemplified on film than in the dance scenes and in the de-
scent into the "snake pit" itself.

Miss de Havil land's celebrated performance is all that you have
heard. With consummate intelligence and mastery she makes her heroine
an attractive human being on vtaom life has pressed too hard. She is

no Lady Macbeth stained with crimes but a Cordelia whose guilt is self-

imagined. In this she comes close to us all. The others are excellent,
down to the smallest bit part, but most memorable is the mute perform-
ance of Betsy Bleir, the wife of that fortunate man Gene Kelly. The

image of her beauty and suffering seems indelible, and is strangely
characteristic of an honest, courageous, and good film. Richard Griffith

THE QUIET ONE Written and produced by Helen Leavitt, Sidney Meyers, and

Janice Loeb; directed by Mr. Meyers; Mayer-Bur styn, Inc. Cast: Donald

Thompson and members of the Wiltwyck School.

To call The Quiet One an "amateur" film is to restore a share of its
former dignity to that abused adjective. At that, the designation is not

strictly applicable since the film's director, Sidney Meyers, has a long

and honorable record in documentaries, and James Agee, who wrote the
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commentary, is the nation's ranking film critic (when he chooses to ex-

ercise his prerogative). Helen Leavitt's connection -with motion pictures

is only one degree more remote, since the still photographs for which
she has so far been known are marked by their revelations of character

and their sense of the dramatic instant. As to Janice Loeb, the other
member of the quartet who wrote and produced The Quiet One , our infor-
mation only records the period, not too far distant, when she was a

graduate student of art in Cambridge.

Call them "amateurs", then, four men and women of cultivated sens-

ibilities who have got together to make a motion picture "for love n
.

And mourn the fact that films are not made by such people with such mo-
tives more often. For The Quiet One is a little gem, a masterwork of
compassion and authority.

This is the story of a lonely boy, of his descent into misery aid

revolt and acts of delinquency which lead to his detention at the
Wiltwyk School and, finally, of first steps back from the solitary con-
finement to which his emotional unbalance has condemned him. It has
the form of a case history, with the psychiatrist as narrator, but its
terms are dramatic: its central figure is no impersonal Mr, X but a

living and anguishing boy. That Don© Id Peters is a Negro living in

Harlem is irrelevant to the theme. The rejection that he suffers is

i not of that peouliar variety reserved for minorities. It is universal,
and its story will strike a responsive chord in the whitest and most

I

comfortable of neighborhoods.

The Harlem milieu, however, has a visual relevance that the film-
makers have not overlooked. The cluttered streets where the sun seldom
finds a passage, the shoddy apartments, the cowed and harassed human
beings who live there, all these are the proper background for the dark

and shadowy tale of The Quiet One . They are moreover in valid contrast

to the meadowed reaches of the Wiltwyk School, where Donald eventually
begins to discover himself. Before these backgrounds, Sidney Meyers
has moved his people with simplicity and en emotional ease that reaches

its culmination in the performance of young Donald Thompson in the
leading role. Meyers' cutting is never slick and, at its best, provides

juxtapositions of images that are a tribute to the clarity of his dra-

matic intentions.

In his narrative, James Agee has resolved the struggle between the

I commonplace and the effusive which confronts every writer with a task
of this sort. To accompany visual images without, on the one hand, re-

peating their message to the point of banality or, on the other, pro-
viding a discordant imagery of words, is the task for a writer with a

poet's sensitivity. Mr. Agee is superbly up to it. The score of
Ulysses Kay is suitable and underlines certain scenes with aptness and
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intensity, but a second hearing suggests that a third would find it
monotonous.

If there is any criticism to me made of The Quiet One it is thet
it arouses too much curiosity in things which it leaves unsaid. The

movie-goer who wonders at the way in which Donald hes tracked down the

clues to his present in his past would like to know more of the guide-
posts which the psychiatrist set up to help him. Perhaps even this
complaint will seem like a quibble. N artist can seriously rue the
fact that he leaves his audience asking for more. Hermine Rich Isaacs

LETTER TO THREE WIVES Screen play by Joseph L. Mankiewicz, adapted by
Vera Caspary from a story by John Klempner; directed by Mr. Mankiewicz.
20th Cent. -Fox. Cast: Deborah Bishop , Jeanne Crain; Lor a May Hollingsway

Linda Darnell; Rita Phipps , Ann Sothern; George Phipps , Kirk Douglas;
Porter Hollingsway , Paul Douglas.

Here, as in Miracle on 34th Street and Apartment for Peggy , we have

that happy fusion of talent which has the author of a script sheping the

image of it on the screen. Who should know better how to do this, if,

that is, he has the ability to direct? Here the result of that coor-
dination is striking. Both script and direction have warmth and wit
and sympathy for human frailty, the approach to severe 1 aspects of mar-
ried life young, modern, realistic, the "twist" in the building of the
story to its climax clever, sliok, technically good showmanship. The

people concerned belong to the young country-club set. The young wives
set out on a summer excursion for the benefit of the kids of the town.
About to board a river steamer, they receive a letter addressed collec-
tively to them, from the local menace to marital security, saying she

is leaving town and taking one of their husbands with her. Can it be
mine? each wife asks herself. The spectator shares the fear of each as

her story of marital tensions is revealed. They are plausible, almost
everyday stories, sufficiently reduced to essence to pass swiftly across

the screen yet they adequately reveal the secret fear of each. Most
interesting is the episode concerning seemingly venal Miss Darnell and

her seemingly brutish husband, played by Paul Douglas in a brilliant
screen debut. Norbert Lusk

MONSIEUR VINCENT Scenario and dialogue by Jean Bernard-Luc and Jean
Anouilh. Directed by Maurice Cloche. With Pierre Fresnay. Lopert.

A reverent and exalted account of the principal episodes in the
life of St. Vincent de Paul who, in the latter half of the 17th century
induced the fashionable world of Paris to support his efforts to care
for the needy sick. Before his time they had been allowed to die in

their misery; by the end of his life he had succeeded in establishing
the foundations of the great hospitals of Paris. St. Vincent was a man
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so dedicated to the service of others, and so single-minded in his de-
termination to do God's work, that his story is at times a little monot-
onous and tends to double back on itself. But through it shines the
light that always proceeds from the heart that has found life's meaning
in Samaritanism. As Vincent, Pierre Fresnay is the whole show. Even
when exchanging badinage with the rich ladies from whom he wants to
wring support, or parrying Cardinal Richelieu, he makes you aware of his
essential simplicity and goodness. The production is lavish, the spec-
tacle of 17th-century trance a convincing one. Richard Griffith

COMMAND DECISION Screen play by William R. Laidlaw and George Froeschel
from the play by William Wister Haines. Directed by Sam Wood. With
Clark Gable, Walter Pidgeon, Van Johnson. M-G-M

The importance of the battles that are fought behind the lines
comes through forcefully in this film of the American Air Forces. Die

commander of a bomber base in England discovers that three Nazi plants
are producing a deadly plane, and sends out wave after wave of his fliers

tc destroy them. Against his conviction that immediate action is vital
to Allied victory is piled powerful opposition to the appalling loss of

men and equipment - the reactions of politically sensitive generals, an

investigating Congressional group, an antagonistic press. Overwhelming,
too, is his own fearful responsibility in sending his men on their sui-

cidal missions. The cast shows a solid understanding of the men and the

situation presented in the dramatic play. It makes one of the big war
films - strong, enlightening, and disturbing. Marie L. Hamilton

THE NEW MOVIES: Selected by The Review Committee

The Review Committee of approximately 300 trained volunteers repre-

sents an impartial public response to films. Members preview films and

select those which have good entertainment value. The reviews reflect
their opinions as expressed on ballot and in discussion.

Pictures are recommended for (M) mature, above 18; (F) family, gen-
eral audiences from the age of 12; ( J ) juvenile, under 12. The Schools

Motion Picture Committee (SMPC) composed of members with school-age

children, recommends films with special interest or value to age groups

8-14 and 12-14. (*) designates especially recommended pictures.

SELECTED FEATURES

ACT OF VIOLENCE Van Heflin, Robert Ryan. Screenplay by Robert L.

Richards, from a story by Collier Young. Directed by Fred Zinneman.

|

M-G-M. A drama of moral issues with its roots in wartime experience,

this splendidly directed film offers gripping suspense and psycholog-
7



ical integrity* An ex-Air Force captain, Van Heflin, is in terror of
his life from a former comrade, Robert Ryan, because of Heflin 1

s be-

trayal of his friends in a Nazi prison camp. Heflin has rationalized
his deed and returned to live happily with his wife. But when his ex-

pal catches up with him, he goes to pieces and reveals his deeply sup-
pressed feelings of guilt and remorse. The rest of the film tells the

story of his disintegration in scenes reminescent of The Informer , su-

perbly played by Mary Astor, Taylor Holmes, and Berry Kroeger besides
the principals. The effective ending, in which Heflin at lest finds
the courage to face his accuser, is somewhat weakened by having his
death an accident. M.

*THE BOY WITH GREEN HAIR Dean Stockwell, Pat O'Brien. Screenplay
by B©n Barzman and Alfred Lewis Levitt, based on a story by Betsy Beaton

Directed by Joseph Losey. RKO. The famous fantasy comes to the screen

an important, challenging, and compassionate film. It is essentially
a little boy*s plea that there be no more wars so that there may be no

more war orphans. A war orphan himself, his experiences culminate in

the miracle of acquiring green hair as a badge of separateness from
ordinary kids and a medal of merit for a deed he has yet to perform.
At first neither he nor his world want him to keep his green hair, and

it is only after he loses it that he comes to know what it really means.

Direction is eloquent, and the performances transcendent. Technicolor.
F. SMPC 8-14

CHICKEN EVERY SUNDAY Dan Dailey, Celeste Holm. Screenplay by George

Seaton and Valentine Davie s, from the book by Rosemary Taylor. Direc-
ted by George Seaton. Music by Alfred Newman. Fox. With a wife whose
passion is security and a husband whose passion is speculation, a mar-
riage is liable to more than average ups and downs. He gives his
Arizona town its bank, hospital, laundry, and opera house while she pays
off their mortgage by taking in boarders. They are a loving and lovable

couple but one day at the end of twenty years matters hit the separation

point. All this is treated by a warm, lively screen play that rouses
both sympathetic chuckles and hilarity for some earthy, slapstick byplay.

Occasionally however the situation is e bit too real for laughs. F.

THE DECISION OF CHRISTOPHER BLAKE Alexix Smith, Robert Douglas, Ted

Donaldson. Based on the play by Moss Hart. Directed by Peter Godfrey.
Warner. The pending divorce of his parents poses a grave problem for

young Chris. Going-on-thirteen, he returns from camp, happy in his
thoughts of home pleasures and in his daydreams. But he is in for a rude

shock. His parents are parting and he must decide whether he wants to

live with mother or with father. From then on there is no joy in boy-
hood activities or imaginings. And it is mainly through these unreal
sequences, looking, as it were, into the thoughts of the boy, that the
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theme is developed. Even the cause of the separation, the father's
!
temporary interest in another -woman, is shown in the boy's confused

;

thinking about it. A sympathetic judge finally helps him in a solution
that ends the film happily, perhaps too happily for the serious question

{ it presents. F.

DON'T TAKE IT TO HEART Richard Greene, Alfred Drayton, Patricia
Medina, Brefni O'Rour'ke. Original screenplay and direction by Jeffrey
Dell. Music by Mischa Spoliansky. Britain's landed aristocracy is given

a delightful ribbing in this superior satire in which writing, acting,
settings, and music are happily blended. Even the pronunciation of
English proper names is laughed at when we are told that Chaunduyt is
spoken as if it were Condit. The impoverished lord of that name masquer-
ades as a guide to tourists who come to his wonderful old castle and sees

to it that they don't overlook the contribution box. Comes a young law-
yer to see certain old manuscripts and meets Lord Chaunduyt' s daughter,
a young modern who flouts the whole caste system and is determined to
marry a village youth of lowly origin. Circumstances amusingly show her
her mistake and pair her with the lawyer. But not before he has a ses-

sion in court when he brings to light a flaw in his lordship's patent
of nobility which outs him from the castle and gives it and the title to

! a poor old villager. Freed of rank and responsibility, Chaunduyt kicks
up his heels in happiness. F. a«PC 12-14

ENCHANTMENT David Niven, Teresa Wright, Evelyn Keyes, Farley Granger.

Screenplay by John Patrick from Rumer Gooden's novel, "Take Three Tenses".

Direoted by Irving Reis. Music by Hugo Friedhofer. Produced by Samuel
Goldwyn. RKO. The texture and feel of a discursive English novel are
conveyed in this meticulous transcription. Characters progress from child-

hood to old age, some of their descendants peopling the story to flaunt
the guerdon of young love less fatefully than did their ancestors. Man-
ner of recounting romance as it existed in the Victorian era and in World
"War II is original and new to the screen. Action shifts from the present

ito

the past and back again, not in flashback but in a way to make the past

part of the present. The simple story is deliberately told and carefully
acted. F.

FAMILY HONEYMOON Claudette Colbert, Fred MaoMurray. Screenplay by
Dane Lussier from the novel by Homer Croy. Directed by Claude Binyon.

i; Music by Frank Skinner. Univ. -Int. On the day of her wedding to botany
' professor Fred MacMurray, Claudette Colbert, the widowed mother of three

children, is confronted with a serious problem. Her sister has fallen

downstairs and broken her leg and there is no one to look after the child-

ren while she and her husband excursion to Grand Canyon on their honey-

moon. Since nobody can be induced to take care of the trio, the bride

and groom must be plagued with this ready-made family on the honeymoon.

Out of this situation has been fashioned a diverting comedy that is
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neither overly sophisticated nor overly farcical. Routine script con-
trivances and an anticipated climax cause Family Honeymoon to lag in

places, but on the whole it is a substantially entertaining bit of hokum,

F.

THE FAN Jeanne Crain, Madeleine Carroll, George Sanders, Richard
Greene. Screenplay by Walter Reisch, Dorothy Parker, and Ross Evans,
based on Oscar Wilde's play "Lady Windermere 1

s Fan". Directed by Otto
Preminger. Fox. "lady Windermere 1

s Fan" has been freely adapted here
as of course is necessary if the play is to be performed in any sem-
blance of screen terms. Even so, and with many scenes added, it is still

largely a conversation piece with most of the epigrams and social comment
expunged. It becomes a handsomely mounted comedy of manners in high
London society in the '90s when the word "adventuress" was the worst that
anyone could say of a woman and remain well-bred. Chief character is a

lovely matron, Mrs. Erlynne, graciously played by Madeleine Carroll, who
archly admits she is an adventuress and means to get into society just
the same. Her daughter, who believes her mother dead, is the aristocratic
Lady Windermere, just twenty-one and untouched by the world, her husband
victim of the adventuress's polite blackmail. Martita Hunt most success-
fully captures the spirit of Wilde's period and viewpoint in the subordi-
nate role of a duchess. M.

FIGHTER SQUADRON Edmond O'Brien, Robert Stack, John Rodney. Original
screenplay by Seton I. Miller. Directed by Raoul Walsh. Warner. Air-
plane warfare returns to the screen. It celebrates the courage and daunt-
lessness of the Air Corps, not forgetting its jauntiness and wisecracking
either. Thus we have a goup of men intent on doing a job and doing it wel
They are all of the types and familiar ones too; the gruff though inherent
ly human and susceptible brigadier-general, his austere and less susceptib!

brother officer and the various sharply differentiated stalwarts who com-
prise their subordinates. In Technicolor, the whole is arresting and air-
plane maneuvers are, as usual, striking. Acting, too, is good along pre-
scribed lines. F. SMPC 12-14

THE GAY MIGO Duncan Renaldo, Leo Carillo. Original screenplay by
Doris Schroeder. Directed by Wallace Fox. UA. Duncan &enaldo as the
Cisco Kid and his comic side-partner pit their wits against cavalry ser-

geant Joe Sawyer in a successful attempt to convince the army that
Mexicans are not responsible for a series of border raids and hold-ups.
A smooth, fast, intelligent Western which is rather hard on the Gringos.
F.

HENRY THE RAINMAKER Raymond Walburn, Walter Catlett. Screenplay by
Lane Beauchamp. Directed by Jean Yarbrough. Monogram. Corrupt small
town politicians cause the breakdown of the sanitation department and the

suburbanites themselves have to tote their garbage to the town dump.
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Public feeling rises, and when Henry, one of the indigant citizens, runs
for mayor on a garbage platform the community is behind him. The oppo-
jsition's hurried reform of the disposal situation upsets Henry* s campaign
jtntil he takes on the town's other problem and breaks a drought. The

consequences excell all expectations, but the town ends up with a clean
[government. The unpretentious little comedy is fresh and often funny. F.

HIGH FURY Madeleine Carroll, Ian Hunter, Michael Rennie. Story by
Harold French and Leslie Storm, Directed by Harold French. British
^production made in Switzerland. TJA. The effect upon several lives of
the coming of a French war orphan into a Swiss household. There is the
boy of 12, who, when danger is past and the children returned home, must

Jgo to an orphanage. There is the woman, a Swiss inn owner, who has grown
very fond of the child and wishes to adopt him, there is her dissatisfied
tiusband who has quite the opposite feeling for him, and finally there is
the doctor friend, sympathetic to the boy and in love with the wife. As
the inn is high in the Alps the solution to this problem is given suspense
'^ully by a mountain-climbing climax and resultant accicent, M.

THE LIFE OF RILEY William Bendix, James Gleason, Rosemary DeCamp.
Screenplay and story by Irving Brecher. Directed by Irving Brecher. Univ.
Int. A loud-spoken farce inspired by a radio program, this has as well
the quality and implications of a comic strip though it is disarming never
the less in the simplicity of characterizations and the ability of the spec

tator to anticipate every move. Riley, a wise-cracking reveter, is pro-
moted to an executive job at the plant, little realizing that it is due to

the pressure of the president's son who would marry Riley's daughter.
Meanwhile the girl has pledged herself to a medical student who will not
be free to marry for six years. Lively dialogue and unabashed hamminess
make this a pleasant minor entertainment. F.

LOADED PISTOLS Gene Autry, Barbara Britton. Story and screenplay by
Iwight Cummins and Dorothy Yost. Directed by John English. Col. A way-
ward young rancher is accused of shooting his guardian but Gene, who
knows he's all right, connives to hide him from Sheriff Chill Wills and
the villains until the real murderer is found. Though suspenseful enou^i
at proper intervals, the film has a considerable amount of simple comedy
and song, and the smiling, singing Autry is always armed with a good trick

in a moment of need.. Sepia. F. SMPC 8-14

A MAN ABOUT THE HOUSE Kieron Moore, Margaret Johnston. Adapted by
John Perry from the novel by Francis Brett Young. Directed by Leslie

Arliss. Fox. Iwo prim British sisters inherit a villa near Naples, and

re-adjustment from genteel poverty in a dreary English town to their new
mode of easy living is a series of minor revolutions. Their handsome
gay Italian butler, who maintains an easy control of the household and

estate, is the "prime factor in changing their point of view. A promising
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beginning develops melodramatically with the infatuation of one of the
spinster 8 for a criminally land-mad Don Juan, The old-fashioned story,
though theatrical, has suspense. British production. M.

THE O'FLYNN Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Helena Carter. Screenplay by
Dougles Fairbanks, Jr., and Robert Thoeren from the novel by Justin
Huntly McCarthy. Directed by Arthur Pier son. Music by Frank Skinner.
Univ. -Int. Fresh from foreign wars, the O'Flynn is on his way to his
tumble-down castle when he runs right into a most efficient group of
Napoleon 1

s spies, planning a troop landing in Ireland preparatory to
the invasion of England. It is the beginning of astonishing adventures
where the gallant soldier fortified with the gift of gab, a faithful
servant, and a charmed life, is able to take on a dozen enemies at a

time and effect miraculous escapes. The comedy is pleasant, the action
full of healthy excitement, and young Fairbanks displays some of the
agility that got his father out of equally tough spots. F. SMPC 8-14

ONE SUNDAY AFTERNOON Dennis Morgan, Janis Paige, Don DeFore, Dorothy
Malone. From the pley by James Hagan. Directed by Raoul Walsh. Music
adapted by Daniel Buttolph. Warner. A comedy in color of singing and
dentistry in 1900. The leading man * s singing is easier on the nerves
than his dentistry, which is of the correspondence school or slapstick
variety. But the turn-of-the-century costumes, manners, morals, and
tunes are laughed at in an indulgent sort of way. The honorable young
man and faithful young lady turn out to be happier ten years later than
their soheming opposites in a foursome that started one Sunday afternoon.
F.

PORTRAIT OF JENNIE Jennifer Jones, Joseph Cotten. Screenplay by
Paul Osborn and Peter Berneis based on sn adaptation by Leonardo Bercovici

of Robert Nathan's novel. Directed by William Dieterle. Music by Claude

Debussy; conducted by Dimitri Tiomkin. Selznick. Dream and reality al-
ternate in creating a film of unusual artistic quality. Extraordinary
pains have been taken to foster illusion of a heroine that is at once a

flesh-and-blood girl and a will-o'-the-wisp with no relation to time or

matters mundane. In either incarnation she is a baffling figure wonder-
fully beguiling but enigmatic just the same. She first appears to an
impoverished young artist as a twelve-year-old skating in Central Park
given to whimsical intimacies such as asking him to wait for her till
she grows up. Next time they meet, he and his circumstances have not
changed but she has matured amazingly. His painting of her is interrup-
ted when she has suddenly to go away for the summer. Following a clue
gleaned from a remark of hers, he goes to a Cape Cod lighthouse in search

of her. There he finds Jennie, or a semblance of her, in a hurricane and

there is an exalted reunion before the angry sea wrests her from him. He

has finished his portrait though, and that will live on. The production
is fascinating in its virtuosity, and music and is exquisitely right for
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the dreamy legend. M.

THE RED PONY Robert Michum, Myrna Loy, Louis Calhern, Peter Miles.
Screenplay by John Steinbeck from his novel. Directed by Lewis Milestone.

Technicolor. Music by Aaron Copland. Republic. Though written by the

j

author of the novel, John Steinbeck's screenplay fails to do justice to

the original, charming though this film of a ranch boy and his pony for
the most part is. As the story exists on the screen it frequently halts

' then moves slowly till the pony is taken sick and dies. Up to that point
the action has concerned itself with the small family consisting of father,

mother, her picturesque plainsman father, the boy and a hired man, all of
them engaged in placid activities. Suddenly the film yields a sequence

j
of sanguinary horror which, bacause of expert staging, is so real as to
become nearly unbearable. F.

SHOCKPROOF Cornel Wilde, Patricia Knight, John Baragrey. Written by
Helen Deutsch and Samuel Fuller. Directed by Douglas Sirk. Col. A new

I angle on the parole system finds a glamour girl ex-prisoner ready to make

a fresh start under the supervision of an officer whose discipline is firm

but sympathetic. H© warns her not to associate with a man of evil reputa-
tion but she disobeys. At the latter* s prompting she even marries the

, parole officer only to discover that she truly loves her husband. When
the villain is on the point of informing the husband of their relationship,

she shoots him. The husband and his wife become fugitives, finally the

wife can stand it no longer and decides to return and face a murder charge.

All this is acted in terms of melodrama but it is well acted, moves swift-

ly and has that degree of variety and tenseness that enlists attention and

I even sympathy. F #

SLIGHTLY FRENCH Dorothy Lamour, Don Ameche, Willard Parker. Screenplay
!

by Karen DeWolf; story by Herbert Fields. Directed by Douglas Sirk. Col.
Comedy of the lightest sort sustains this handsomely mounted story of a

]

film director and his attempt to transform a carnival girl into a French

!

actress, his frustrations and hers, and how love smooths the way to perfect

understanding. But not before she arouses his jealousy because of her pre-

1 ference for the producer of the picture which stars her and her angry flare-

\ up which causes her to expose the deception to newspaper reporters. Good

;
standard performances on the part of the stars add to the palatability of

; the whole. F #

SO DEAR TO MY HEART Burl Ives, Bobby Driscoll, Beulah Bondi, Luana
I Patten. Screenplay by John Tucker Battle; adaptation by Maurice Rapf and

j

Ted Sears from the book by Sterling North. Music by Paul Snith. Directed

by Harold 'Schuster. RKO. WR lt Disney's latest is a shining example of
true Americana^, Quite simply it relates the everyday story of a small boy

I

who lives on a frugal Indiana farm with his grandmother and his black lamb.

Tension and conflict come from his grandmother's objection to the animal
as a household pet and, later, her refusal to let the boy exhibit it at
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the County Fair. How he overcomes her conviction, how he earns money for

the trip, misses first prize but returns in triumph is all there is of
plot. The film says a great deal more, however. It recalls to those who
may have forgotten the iAmerican way of life in a bygone day - the period
from 1893 to 1903 - with its austerities, uncompromising standards of
right and wrong, it simplicities. Technicolor. F. SMPC 8-14

THE SUM CCMES UP Jeanette MacDonald. Screenplay by William Ludwig
and Margaret Fitts, from a novel by Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings. Directed
by Richard Thorpe. Technicolor. M-G-M. Having lost her husband in the

war and her only son in the kind of accident that is always happening in

the movies, a concert singer seeks assuagement of her grief in new sur-

roundings. An automobile trip, with her collie dog, Lassie, as companion,

takes her to a hamlet in the Great Smoky Mountains, where, providentially,
she finds a beautifully appointed cottage for rent. Both dog and mistress
have a lot to learn about the ways of the wilderness and of mountain folk.

With Percy Kilbride, the village storekeeper, Claude Jarman, Jr., a gang-
ling, proudly self-respecting orphan lad and Lloyd Nolan, the city-bred
owner of the cottage as their mentors, the lessons are accompanied by the
requisite amount of humor, heart tugs and melodrama, with a hint of romance

and a generous portion of Miss MacDonald' s vocalizing thrown in. F

THIS WAS A WOMAN Sonia Dresdel, Barbara White. Play by Joan Morgan;
screenplay by Val Valentine. Directed by Tim Whelan* Fox. This is a

British version of "Craig 1

s Wife", except that the wicked lady is a Borgia

beside the merely meddlesome Mrs. Craig. The matron who claims our atten-
tion here disrupts her daughter's marriage by encouraging a servant girl

to seduce the young husband; she has her own husband's pet dog destroyed
and finally gets rid of her old man by slow poisoning. She is at last
told off by her son who turns her over to the police. The story is told
with theatrical emphasis and the role of the very wicked lady is acted
guiltily by Sonia Dresdel. M.

VALIANT HOMBRE Duncan Renaldo, Leo Carillo. Original screenplay by
Adele Buffington. Directed by Wallace Fox. UA. Duncan Renaldo spouts
Latin philosophy as he combats border crime with the aid of his dim-
witted assistant. The film is competent and unusually equipped with
human touches. F.

WAKE OF THE RED WITCH John Wayne, Gail Russell, Luther Adler. Screen-
play by Harry Brown and Kenneth Garnet, based on the novel by Garland Roark.

Directed by Edward Ludwig. Republic. Adventure roars in this tale of the

South Seas as the iron-nerved captain of the wind jammer Red Witch and its

vicious trader-owner come to grips. All the traditional elements of such

a story are present in quantity - the chest of pearls, sunken bullion,
lovely ladies, floggings, fights, a battle with a giant clam and an octo-

pus in good underwater shots. The excitement of the sensational sort is
maintained through the flashblacks that make up the telling. The big and
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competent cast is supplemented by natives, seamen, and assorted villains.
F.

WHISPERING SMITH Alan Ladd, Robert Preston. Screenplay by Prank
Butler and Karl Lamb, based on the novel by Frank H. Spearman. Music by
Adolph Deutsch. Directed by Leslie FCnton. Technicolor. Para. The
west is still wild at the time of this story, and Whispering Snith is
a trouble-shooter for a railroad subject to constant attentions from
local bandits. The quiet, deadly kind, amazingly quick on the draw and
amazingly quick to heal, he is the desperadoes' chief terror. In the
course of his duties he is forced to go after his best friend, who is
making a racket of his job as boss of the railroad's wrecking crew. With

William Demarest heading the good faction and Donald Crisp the bad one,
the trouble that brews is impressive, bogging down now and then with the

weeping and stoic suffering that's caused by a frustrated love affeir
between Snith and his friend's wife. F.

WORDS AND MUSIC Screenplay by Fred Finklehoffe, based on a story by
Gay Bolton and Jean Halloway. Musical direction by Lennie Hayton.
Directed by Norman Taurog. Technicolor. M-G-M. A screen history of the

Roger s-Hart song-writing partnership starts while they're still at
Columbia University and ends with Hart's death. The parties, tryouts,
rehearsals and shows that fill their days are natural settings for a

long succession of their most popular numbers. Production throughout is

on a lavish scale, making a suitable background for an all star cast -

Judy Garland, Perry Como, Lena Home and many others. June Allyson's
"Thou Swell" and ^ene Kelly's "Slaughter on Tenth Avenue" are high spots.

Mickey Rooney as Hart gives an emotional picture of the little man who
never had happiness, in spite of devoted friends and glamorous success.
F. SMPC 12-14

SELECTED SHORT SUBJECTS - 1 reel unless otherwise indicated

ATHLETIC STARS At the B ca Raton Club in Florida, tennis champion Fred

Perry and diver Patty Elsener show the skill that has made them famous.

Jockey Porter Roberts does a bit of riding. Sportscope: RKO. F. SMPC 8-14

BANNISTER'S BANTERING BABIES Photographer Constance Bannister, who has

made big business out of her pictures of babies and little children, shows

how she gets her young subjects to pose. Technicolor Adventures: Warner.
F. &*PC 8-14

THE BEAR AND THE HARE The bear chases the hare on a pair of untrust-

worthy skis. Technicolor. M-G-M. F. S4PC 8-14

BLOCK PARTY New York's Little Italy puts on one of its frequent festivals

in Mulberry St. Streamliner #2: RKO. F. SMPC 8-14

BUBBLE BEE Pluto chews up a thrifty little bee's big pile of bubble gum

balls, with disastrous but amusing results. Technicolor. Disney Cartoon:

RKO. F. SMPC 8-14 ic



CALGARY STAMPEDE The parades, fireworks, dances, feasting and great _

rodeo that make up Calgary's annual Canadian-American festivities, com-
memorating pioneer days in the Canadian Rockies. Technicolor Special:
Warner. P. SMPC 8-14

CHAMPAGNE MUSIC Lawrence W e lk and his orchestra play a few familiar
numbers. Clark Dennis croons "I'll Remember April." Other specialties
include a dance routine, a quintet and a female vocalist. Fox. F.

CHEATING IN GAMBLING John Scarne, said to be the world's greatest mani-
pulator of cards, gives a brilliant, fascinating exhibition of his spe-

cialty. Univ. F. SMPC 12-14

CLAP YOUR HMDS The King's Men give out with "Ramona," "In a Little
Spanish Town," etc. Sing and #e Happy series: Fox. F.

COUNTY FAIR The county fair is the culmination of a year of planning
on the American farm, especially for the 4-H Club youngsters who get a

chance to display what they've learned and accomplished. This is America;

RKO. F. SMPC 8-14

DAFFY DILLY After a little difficulty with the butler, Daffy Duck gets
in to see a dying millionaire, and cures the sick man with some custard-
pie fun. Cinecolor Cartoon: Warner. F. SMPC 8-14

FOGHORN LEGHORN Little Henery Hawk, still chicken-hunting, comes upon a

Senator Claghorn rooster ftnd drags the gabby bird home for dinner. Tech-

nicolor Cartoon: Warner. F.

FLASHING FINS Bill Stern describes off-shore fishing in Miami, and shows

the 14-year-old Walter Winch, Jr. bringing in some big fish. Sportscope:
Col. F.

FROZEN FUN Ski jumping, ice skating and bob- sledding are the fun pictured

here. The scenes are Sun Va lley, Lake Placid, North Conway and Frontenac.

RKO. P.

GAUCHOS OF THE PAMPAS A handsome film which shows the work of the gaucho

on one of Uraguay's great cattle-raising estates, and gives some idea of

the self-sufficient life of these efficiently managed ranches. Techni-
color. Sports Parade: Warner . F. SMPC 8-14

GIRLS IN WHITE The training of a nurse, with a fair indication of the
responsibilities and rewards that are a part of this badly understaffed
profession. This Is America: RKO. F. SMPC 12-14

HONEY HARVESTER Donald Duck temporarily upsets the routine of a busy
bee whioh is storing up honey in an abandoned jalopy. The score is an

amusing help in this bright cartoon. Disney Technicolor Cartoon: RKO.

F. SMPC 8-14

HITS OF THE NINETIES Nostalgic tunes including "I'll Take YQu Home

Again, Kathleen" and "After the Ba ll." Fox. F.

JAN AUGUST AND HIS PIANO Mr. August, a concert pianist, attends an
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auction. When it comes to a baby grand piano, he asks if he may try
the instrument and plays several classical selections in popular style.
RKO. F.

1 JUNGLE MAN KILLERS The tiger hunt instituted by an Indain prince when
one of his villages is being terrorized by a couple of man-eaters. Tech-

j
nicolor. Sports Parade: Warner. F. SMPC 8-14

|

KIT FOR KAT The kitten and the big cat struggle for Elmer's favor so

that they can spend the winter in his comfortable house, but in the end

!,
everyone is out in the cold. Technicolor Cartoon: ^arnwr. F # SMPC 8-14

KITTY FOILED Jerry and the canary put Tom through the works when he
tries to catch them. Technicolor Cartoon: M-G-M. F.

LANDSCAPE OF THE NORSE Norway and Lapland - lovely shots of the country-

|

side, of Oslo and Bergen, and of the rarely seen nomadic life of the

jj

Lapps. Technicolor. Movietone Adventuture: Fox. F. SMPC 8-14

jj

THE LITTLE CUT-UP George with his sharp little hatchet causes plenty of
1 trouble in woodland circles, but according to this pleasant little tale,
he's trying to be helpful when he cuts down the cherry tree. Technicolor.
Noveltoon: Para. F. SMPC 8-14

,

LITTLE TINKER The amorous plight of a skunk whom nobody will love for
obvious reasons. Technicolor. M-G-M. F.

|
MAKE MINE FREEDOM A clever though somewhat over-simplified cartoon that
shows the advantages to America of its system of free enterprise, and

1 what life might be like in a police state. Technicolor Cartoon: M-G-M.
F.

THE MAN FROM NEW ORLEANS The story of architect William Sprat ling, who

j

became fascinated with the lovely old Mexican village Taxco, revived its

ancient crafts, and safeguards it from cheap modern exploitation. Tech-
1 nicolor Special: Warner. F. SdPC 8-14

|

MARCH OF TIME #17 (14th series) "Answer to Stalin" - The expanding power

i

of communism in Europe and Asia, working openly and underground, and the

combating program of the Eoonomic Cooperation Administration, organized
to strengthen foreign democracy through support and rebuilding of the
free nations. Fox. F.

MARCH OF TIME #18 (l4th series) "Watchdogs of the Mail" - "The biggest
retail business in the world," says the commentator of the U. S. postal

i

system. They cover the entire range of collecting, transmitting and

I
delivering mail not only in small areas but in big cities. Drama is

given the film by the inclusion of means taken to trace and apprehend
i those who would use the mails for fraudulent purposes, and even a mur-

derer is discovered by postal detectives. Fox. F.

MINSTREL MANIA Black-and-white drawings accompany the songs, the words
of which also. appear on the screen while the King's Men sing "L'il Liza
Jane," "Carry Me"

B

8 ck to 01' Virginny, " "Golden Slippers." Sing and Be



Happy: Univ. P. SMPC 8-14

MOONLIGHT MELODIES The King's Men pleasingly render three favorite old

songs illustrated by black-and-white drawings that are rather crude and

sometimes coarse, MIn the Evening By the Moonlight," "When the Moon Gomes

Over the Mountain" and "By the Light of the Silvery Moon." Univ. -Int. F.

MOUSE CLEANING To keep Tom in Cook's disfavor, Jerry gets the house into

a fearful mess, topping it off with a load of coal in the livingroom. Tech-
'

nicolor Carooon: M-G-M. F.

MY OWN UNITED STATES A flitting tour of the country, touching the scenic II

highlights of each state, Technicolor Special: Warner. F. SMPC 8-14

MYSTERIOUS CEYLON Ceylon's agriculture, crafts, business and social cus- #•=

toms, ending with an exhibition by devil dancers and fire walkers. Tech- •

nicolor Adventure: Warner. F. SMPC 8-14

POPULAR SCIENCE J 8-1 New kitchen gadgets, a many purpose tractor, en ex- I

erciser and the coronagraph, which permits a scientific study of the sun.

Solar Secrets: Magnacolor: Pare. F. SMPC 8-14

PUSS *N TOOTS Tom gives Jerry a rough time in the act he puts on for a

visiting glamour puss, but the wily mouse makes the final good impression.
Technicolor Cartoon: M-G-M. F.

ROARING WHEELS A brief history of the development of the racing car, with
the thrills and spills of notable races in many places, the Indienapolis
Speedway and Utah's Salt Flets among them. Sports News Reviews: Warner. F

SCAREDY CAT Porky Pig and his cat, taking up quarters in a lonely old
house, run into a formidable end unhospitable lot of mice. Technicolor
Cartoon: Warner. F. SMPC 8-14

SCREEN SNAPSHOTS SERIES 28 Glimpses of stars of 20 and 30 years ago,

mostly in their leisure moments. Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks, Will
Rogers and many others appear briefly. Col. F.

SK I DEVI LS Amateurs and experts tumble and stunt in these exhibitions of !

all sorts of skiing - with motorcycles and planes, ski-joring, jumping
and downhill speeding. Sports News Reviews: Warner, F. SMPC 8-14

SNO' TIME FOR LEARNING Skating and skiing at Vermont's Middlebury College.

Sportlight: Para. F. SMPC 8-14

SPORTSMEN OF THE FAR EAST Indian athletes show themselves adept at mod-
ern European games, and remarkably skillful in ancient native sports.
Technicolor. Sports Parade: Warner. P. SMPC 8-14

SONG OF ROMANCE This mildly diverting cartoon has The King's Men render
ing "My Darling Clementine, "If I Had You," "I Dream ofLilao Time," il-

lustrated by amusing drawings. Sing and Be Happy Series: Univ. F #

TEA FOR 200 Donald Duck, underestimating the power of the ant, has his
camping plans changed when en efficient community of them gets to work on
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his supplies. Technicolor. Disney Cartoon: RKO. F. SMPC 8-14

THEY WENT THATA WAY This is a thoroughly diverting animal picture fea-
turing the mischievous antics of four little quadrupeds, called codamudi
from South America quartered on a North American ranch. Sensible com-
mentary adds to the charm of this short. Univ. F, SMPC 8-14

THE TRUCE HURTS A treaty signed by Tom, Jerry and the dog produces a
period of beautiful peace, but a steak brings about the old slam-bang
feuding again. Technicolor Cartoon: M-G-M. F #

WAY OF THE PADRES Handsomely photographed in Technicolor and narrated
by Lowell Thomas, this is more a travelogue of Southern California than

i! an inspection of famous missions of the region. Mt. Whitney, Death Valley,

Hollywood Boulevard, bird's-eye view of the 20th-Cent # -Fox studio are high-
lights. Fox. F. SMPC 8-14

'WHO'S DELINQUENT? This excellent dramatization in documentary form of the
juvenile delinquent makes its points forcefully and sincerely. An average
small town is the scene, a crusading newspaper editor behind the investi-
gation of the problem, his young reporter the energetic, sympathetic col-
lector of facts attending every courtroom in which a juvenile offender is
given a hearing. Finally, the editor distributes questionnaires to all
the townspeople, a general meeting is called and field work organized. It

is clearly manifest that the indifference of adults is chiefly to blame.
This Is America: RKO. 2 rls. F. SMPC 12-14

YANKEE SKI -DOODLE The thrills of skiing are attractively pictured and
narrated in this superior sports review. Fox. F.

Ij .
-

NON- THEATRICAL FILMS

CRYSTAL OF ENERGY Quite an entertaining journey is pursued in finding
out about the crystal of energy, or in other words about sparkling and

! stimulating refined sugar. Where and how it is grown - what it comes
i from - cane or beet, the processes through which it goes, its uses and
that of its by-products are shown. The film is as bright as the subject
itself, for Mr. Flaherty has through his blending of shots given it

liveliness, the color photography is pleasing and there is an expressive
musical score by Louis Applebaum. Directed by David Flaherty. Presorted

by the Sugar Research Institute. Talking Picture Services, 9 Rockefeller
Plaza, N. Y. C. No rental fee, transportation charge only. 3 rls. 16nnu F.

HUNGRY MINDS A moving plea for the children of Europe as they struggle
back to pitifully unequipped schools. The terrible need of these young-

j

sters is stressed, their starvation of mind as well as body. Memorable
i shots and strong narrative point out the responsibility of the rest of the

world to supply them with teaching materials to counteract the confused
values and hostile fears of war years, and bring about the intellectual
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awakening necessary for reconstruction and peace. Brandon Films, 1600

B'way, N. Y. C. 1 rl. F. SMPC 12-14

TO HEAR YOUR BANJO PLAY American ballads are presented here by a group

of refreshing, unaffected singers - Pete Seeger, Sonny Terry, Woodie
Guthrie, Butch Hanes and Texas Gladden among them. Pete Seeger and Alan
lomex are narrators as the picture travels about the country to the haunts

of the banjo-player, enhancing the folk feeling of the music by native
settings. The songs are many, including "The Devil and the Farmer's Wife,"

"John Henry," "Wondrous Love," "Greenback Dollar." Directed by Willard
Van Dyke, produced by Irving Lemer. Creative Age Films; distributed by
Brandon Films, 1600 B'way, N. Y. C. 2 rls 16mm. F. SMPC 8-14

The following films are produced by Coronet Instructional Films,
Coronet Building, 65 E. South Water St., Chicago 1, 111. Each is 1 reel,
sound, color or black and white, with an audience suitability that begins

on the junior high school level and extends through adult groups. Infor-

mation concerning price and availability may be obtained from the
producers.
ADDITION IS EASY The principles of addition are illustrated by showing
a small boy's problems in stretching his savings to meet his wants. The

lesson is a little technical for the initial approach to the subject, but
it should be effective in a review. F.

ALASKA, MODERN FRONTIER A survey of our northermost territory for high
school students, aimed primarily at dispelling illusions about the cli-
mate and living conditions. Emphasis on natural resources, industrial
development, and land and air transportation builds the impression of a

new frontier with opportunities for youth. The present-day life of the
Eskimos is interestingly described. F. SMPC 12-14

BUILD YOUR VOCABULARY A father has difficulty in finding the right
words to forcefully put across his point at a meeting. Later reading a

paper on the same subject by his school-boy son, he discovers an ease of

expression he envies. Upon questioning, the son explains how he adds
new words to his vocabulary, the father follows his method and finds his

interests heightened and his difficulty overcome. F.

LIFE IN A FISHING VILLAGE A Swedish fisherman's family is shown as typ-
ical of the other villagers in this neat little town on the North Sea.

The father and his neighbors make ready for a fishing trip, get their
haul, and bring it home. Meanwhile the children have been in school, the

housewives have gone about their chores. Life, except for a few local
customs, seems like life in fishing villages in New England, and prob-
ably anywhere else in the world. F #
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MODERN HAWAII A survey of the islands, with some amount of their history.
Though slightly sketched, principal industries are covered, and the role
of Hawaii as a Pacific melting pot is described. F. a(PC 12-14

SAFE LIVING AT SCHOOL Two youthful members of a school safety council
look over their school

!
s physical safety measures and then check on the

action of students to point out the difference between careful and care-
less behavior which might cause accidents. This would interest parents,
as well as other groups for many of the points are equally applicable
in the home. F. SMPC 8-14

SOFTBALL FOR BOYS A Clear vigorous, and complete description of the
rules and techniques of Softball, which also succeeds in creating some-
thing of the excitement of the game and the pleasures tc be derived from
pleying it skillfully. F. StfPC 12-14

SUBTRACTION IS EASY How to subtract is taught through the practical ex-
ample of a boy, his needs and his pocket money, a device that will hold
the attention of the small student, F.

WINDS AND THEIR CAUSES The adventures of a model airplane form a spring-
board for an enlightening discussion of the behaviour of winds and weather

which finally embraces an overall survey of atmospheric phenomena. Clear-

ly illustrated with diagrams and with homely examples. F. &SPC 12-14

YOUR THRIFT HABITS Why budgets fail, or you can't get something for

nothing, might be the sub-title of this exploration of the financial
status and difficulties of a boy who likes expensive sundaes but wants
a camera too. The situations are familiar to everybody, and the atmos-
phere of teen-age life convingingly created. F. SMPC 12-14

COUNCILS AT WORK

as seen by

Bettina Gunozy, Council Secretary

People and pictures! How interesting they are! And how enjoy-

able it is to visit Councils and Clubs, and to meet there those busy in

community motion picture activity. As National Motion Picture Council
secretary my enthusiasm for the work grows more lively all the time

through contact with people living in differnnt cities and towns, but

all with a like interest in good pictures - in selective audiences for

selected pictures.

So my space in this issue will be a review of some of the groups
visited in the 1948-49 season. As you may know from my story in the last

issue, the summertime was spent in Europe. Just the day before departure,

May 25th, was the participation in the New York Times broadcast "What's

on Your Mind?" Motion pictures were not quite so fully on my mind that
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day as usual, but taking part with Bosley Crowther, Times motion picture
critic; Ezra Stone, actor; and Peggy Wood, actress, was so interesting
all personal pressing thoughts were forgotten, and some interesting
opinions were stored away for the future.

A few days earlier there had been a visit to the Korwalk, Conn.
Motion Picture Council. This new Council was one that had not waited for

things to happen, but made them happen. For example, their delegate at
the Board Conference hearing Eddie Albert talk about his film Hunan Growth

:

secured 'it for a Council sponsored screening. Enthusiastic interest was !t.

shown by the schools, P.-T.A, 's and the press, with attendant good pub-
licity and good will for their work. Particularly notable for so new a

Council was securing radio time for a broadcast on the organization and
its purpose, and more than that, regular time for broadcasting the reviews ...

they prepare on the films showing in their theatres. Another activity
was a membership drive under way when 1 was there. As Mrs. Calandreillo,
one of the officers, said, "It has snow-balled from a simple desire to
have a movie for children Saturday mornings." But there is always some-
body pushing to make a snowball grow bigger, so she, with Mrs. Davis, the

president, and the other beginners deserve credit for this expansion.

The summer passed quickly and the September schedule began. The <i<

first visit was to the Maryland Federation of Women's Clubs in Baltimore f:

at the invitation of Mrs. Newton C. Wing, state motion picture chairman.
Mrs. Wing was an old friend from her former activity in the Atlanta
Better Films Committee and it was a pleasure to greet her egain and to

meet her district chairmen. She offered a Working Plan which, after a

statement of the slogan "Films, a Gateway to Peace," urged each club chair-

man to present at least one program yearly devoted to the United Nations. ,

She stressed there the importance of active district and club motion
picture chairmen. She emphasized as a most worthwhile activity the pro-
motion of Motion Picture Councils "composed of club and organization re-

presentatives of your community." Stating from her own experience, "this
has been one of the most successful means of influencing the industry to-

wards improvement, and in educating the public in taste and understanding
of pictures."

She further urged the formation of Youth Cinema Clubs, one of the
most successful projects of the General Federation in training the young-
er generation to appreciate and demand better films, the use of the Child-

ren's Film Library for Saturday matinees and Family Nights. Many phases
of Federation work were presented by speakers at the all-day meeting, but
none received greater response than the motion picture, showing its ap-
peal and place of importance to these active clubwomen.

Mid-October brought a visit to the Springfield, Mass. Motion
Picture Council held in the beautiful Museum of Fine Arts with Mrs.
Wilson Dougherty, president, presiding. The choice of topic had been
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left to me, end calling "Let's Look at the Movies, " we considered them
as entertainment and as art. A luncheon with officers and chairmen fol-
lowed the meeting, and thus the opportunity to talk more with people about

pictures and to talk about the interesting reports which had been given by
the officers and the chairmen of such committees as Research, Contact and
the more usual ones.

Later that month came the interesting experience of not speaking
but rather interviewing a celebrity for a Council program. Louisiana
Story , the current film of the noted director, Robert Flaherty, had just
opened in New York City, and the program chairman of the Larohmont-
Mamaroneok Council in nearby Westchester County told me of their very
special wish to have him at the Council. He is a delightful person, cer-

tainly interested in people as well as pictures. So, when asked, he said

yes he would go but that he didn't make speeches, - why should he when he

speaks so tellingly through his creative films - however, if I would put
questions to him he would answer them. Even that pleasant duty was soon

taken from me, for the audience gathered in the Women's Club had so many
questions to ask him that after the introduction I became only an inter-
ested listener, while the questioning went on into the pleasant refresh-
ment hour. Mrs. Seixas, the president, set an atmosphere of gracious in-
formality and the setting was almost movie sque - the club looking out on
Long Island Sound where, despite the lateness of the season, gleaming
white sails could be seen on the blue water.

Early in November there was a talk at the Women's Guild of the
Church in the Garden at Forest Hills, L. I., suburban New York community.
The morning meeting and the luncheon, which unhappily had to be missed,
were over but no one went home, the interest in motion pictures holding
them. Of course my response was affirmative when asked if questions were

in order, and once more a stimulating discussion of children's programs,
on people's movie likes and dislikes.

A few days later and a meeting of vital interest with the Essex
County (N. J.) Council of Parent- Teacher Associations. This was to con-
sider two bills having to do with motion pictures which had been intro-
duced in the Assembly. They were discussed from many angles, and any
contribution I was able to make to the discussion was from the experience
of other Councils and groups with such matters as the admission of un-
accompanied children to theatres, censorship and the like. The invita-
tion of the Assemblyman, after listening interestedly to what was said,

for all groups to consult with him has been actively accepted. And fol-

lowing more study and consideration the Board of Managers of this P.-T.A.
hes taken action end have encouraged other groups to do likewise, real-

i
izing the importance of an informed and articulate public interest. All this
due to the untiring efforts of Mrs. A. C. Demarest, who in addition to
this Parent- Teacher Visual Mucation chairmanship has also served as pres-
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ident of the West Essex Motion Picture Counoil, so that she has contact
with many organizations.

November 22nd, and across by ferry boat from Manhattan Island to

Staten Island and their Council. The president, Mrs. Nathanial Rouse,
had arranged a Presidents* Tea at the Institute of Arts and Sciences.

The number of presidents from member organizations introduced was proof
of the growth in both size and interest of this Council through the years.
In fact, it was important and festive enough for a birthday party and why
not celebrate being 16 3/4 years old? Every month counts, e specially when

one rates the work put into just the continuing routine activity. For

example, one of the main purposes of this Council is to give the people of

Staten Island an unbiased rating of pictures shown at local theatres so

that they may choose only the best. In doing so, it urges reference to
"Theatres at a Glance" in the newspapers for the Council rating on current^
films or a visit to the public library to check on previous ones. Many
of you prepare newspaper listings and know the effort it entails. But it
pays, for as was brought out that day, attendance at the box office is the

final voice in determining future films.

Back from Staten Island and on for that evening to the Kimberly
School P.-T.A. in Monte lair, N. J. This private school group has but two jjr

evening parents* meetings a year, and therefore it was indeed recognition
of the importance of the motion picture in the recreational life of the
young people that one of these should be given over to motion pictures.
And the plenty-of-fathers present was encouraging too, for when we talk
of pictures and people we naturally include men as people. Over refresh-

;

ments, I managed to talk more with the men than the women, as we don't
hear their opinions so often, and found a real interest in motion pictures

not only for their daughters attending this school, but for their own en- r
joyment. As usual, comedies, something light after the day's work, were
mentioned, but several preferences were expressed for the foreign and the V
more unusual provocative film. You can't make generalities about pictures

and people - adults and children, men and women have such a variety of
tastes.

December is too busy a month for many councils to hold serious
meetings, if they come together it is often for a party or tea. But the

Bronxville, N. Y. Council got out its membership in mid-month. The pres-
ident, Mr. C. S. Brown, is a busy business man, so if he is to be there,
the after-dinner hour is the time. The men and women members met in the

High School. Since it was so near the end of 1948, part of the time was
given to filling out the voting forms on the 10 best pictures of the year.

This led to interesting for's and against' s. But there was time for other

items of business, such as student tickets, children's matinees, theatre
contact, etc. Mrs. Gunczy was there, they said, "to tell them what other ;

Councils were doing." See how your reports are needed I
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The next day the community Motion Picture Council plan was pre-
sented to the Lower "ftest Side Council of Social Planning meeting at
Greenwich Rouse in New York City were for so many years the noted settle-
ment house worker, Mrs. Mary K. Simkhovitch, has contributed valuable
leadership. It was encouraging to have her expression of interest in the

program of motion picture activity, in which there was general agreement.
:The holidays and then it's January 4th, and once more to Greenwich House
to put the plan before the Greenwich Village Association. Now there is a

vlotion Picture Council in the Village, young but lusty. Its progress,
you oldtime workers will say, will depend upon the people in it.

The next day and a one o'clock train from Grand Central for Boston,

with a change from Back Bey Station to North Station end on to Ipswich to
visit a very new Council. The president, Mrs. Ivan Nichols, and the or-
.ganizer, now secretary, Mrs. Harry F. Cole, met me. The meeting was in

Memorial Hall. First a screening of Peiping Family , which was projected
:by the Episcopal minister, perhaps as the member most practised in using
16mm. This showed his participation in the Council certainly went beyond
the mere words, "yes, I fm interested. tt He said he thought this film made
by International Film Foundation should be widely shown in churches, as
elsewhere, to help give Americans a better understanding of the Chinese.
Then my talk followed by animated discussion of many Council activities,
guides, children's programs, etc. Here egain, the experience of older
Councils was celled upon. The picture at the local theatre was The

Paleface , indicating that this community gets quite current releases, for

this was then in its first-run at the Paramount Theatre in New York City.

The distance from the nearest first-run city accounts for this, as it does

.for such early showings in other smaller communities. Those nearer cities

must wait some weeks before the new films come to them. But whenever com-

plaints about this are heard, we say it is worthwhile to wait and support

your own community theatre if you expect cooperation from the manager when
jyou go to him with any plans or ideas. No late-hour train was available
fortunately for me as this meant spending the night in Mrs. Cole's lovely

old New England home, ^hen she asked about anything I might need in re-

tiring, I answered the only need I could see was a ladder to get into the

marvelous old-fashioned bed. -This wasn't really necessary, but with a

cold January moon shining in, something I did get was a bed warmer. It

was hard to leave these New England people for the return to New York
next morning.

A little later in the month several New Jersey Women's Clubs

wanted a talk on "The Motion Picture as a Community Interest," so off to

.Cedar Grove one day, and the following day to Hoboken, meeting with the

History and Literature Department. To Maplewood a day or so later where
the Drama Department of this large club turned its attention to the films.

During tea-time, members spoke with interest of the recent statement from
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the General Federation, through its motion picture chairman, Mrs. Joseph
R. Chesser, concerning future Rita Hayworth pictures. The next visit was
with the Review Club of Oak Lane, near Philadelphia. The auditorium of
their beautiful stone club house held a splendid audience. It is always
stimulating to reach a club in time to hear the committee reports, for

then you realize how many activities there are and how motion pictures
fit into all of them. They were well worth listening to this day. The

subject causing the most comment being the report of a talk on socialized
medicine, but the motion pioture was not neglected.

The last January visit was to the Somerset Hills, N. J. Motion
Pioture Council. This Council had been formed about a year before. In
this time, some of their aims had been achieved, others not, so they wisely

said we will look at ourselves and see if our ideas are workable and our

approach practical. This meant a spirited session among thoughtful people

under the leadership of Mrs. Walter A. Wood, Jr., Council president, and
Mr. Frederick Lehman, Audio-Visual education director of the Bernard sville

Public Schools. Mr. Lehman had done the organization work through his
appointment by the P.-T.A. as chairman of a committee to set up this bor-

ough Council which includes several communities. They said, "we will ask

Mrs. Gunczy to tell us what and how other comparable Councils are doing.
11

So, again you see, I am a sort of clearing house, knowing from your much-
valued, detailed letters and printed material what you are accomplishing
and thus able to pass it on where it will do the most good, to other Council*

both old and new - eager to share experiences.

At all the groups visited, some copies of the Public Opinion po6t

card of the National Board of Review were given out. And the way they are

being returned makes us realize that we were right in believing this easy
method of gathering comment from people about pictures would bring re-

sponse. And it reminds us to ask you that if you need more to send for
them. Members of your group will like to record what's on their minds
about the movies and we will like to have it.

It would be a pleasure to visit all Councils and I do express
appreciation for the many gracious invitations, which regretably, failure
to accept has been due only to distance. But we do enjoy seeing Council
officers and members here. You may say "from here to there is just as far

as from there to here" but many of you come to New Ynrk for various reasons.

If so do include us in your plans - for a visit and a screening. We want
to, show you the work of the Board and learn more of your work at first
hand.

\
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